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Purpose of the Stud.?*— The purpose of this study 
sue to record the history of the Minnesota State ,3*l.fh School 
-earn© Annual Track end Field sect* specifically, an attempt
lias mad© tot
1* Trace the history of the Minnesota State High 
School league in regard to the early founders 
said to show It© growth to the present day*
2* Give the history of the parlous team champions 
and the champions of the many event© In each 
of the state Traci* recto*
3* Show trends in the various event© that have 
occurred during the time this meet has been 
conducted*
HaflS.flffi J a « L & M g » ~ ,P »  siting of a hletory of
the Minnesota State High School Track and Field Feet t o  
felt to be of value because it would be a source of infor­
mational data foy the various schools in the state of 
rinnesota* It would bo informative to those intore©ted 
with the early founding and organisation of the League*
It m s  ©Iso felt that this historical wort' would 
bo valuable in recording the ©tat© champions in the various 
events, in both the teas and individual categories, from 
the origin of the state meet to the present time*
1
2
fiethofo of Procedure— In order to obtain this in­
formation it #as necessary for the author to search the old 
files of the various newspapers that covered the annual 
state track m^ets.
A trip m s  taken to the Minnesota State High School 
League offices in Minneapolis, Minnesota to obtain further 
Intonation*
Sources of Data.— Ktcro-f11m copies of all news­
paper® published by the Grand Forks Herald, Fargo Forum, 
and the Minneapolis Star and Tribune were very fruitful* 
Annual copies of the Minnesota State High School League 
Handbook also provided much information.
LIMITATIONS
This thesis m s  limited by the unavailability 
of data on some of the earliest state track meets* In 
many cases first names of the many winners of the various 
events were omitted from the newspaper and handbook accounts.
This thesis m s  further limited by the fact that, 
even though the state track meet m s  first held in 1909* 
these early track meets cannot be considered true state 
track meets because, prior to 1923, only the high schools 
in Minneapolis and St. Paul were able to compete.
CHAPTER II
THE MINNESOTA STATE HIGH SCHOOL LFA0B8
rlof History— At the meeting of the Superln- 
;endentc* Section of the rinnesota Education Association 
.n tine spring: of 19X4, the President, Supt* H* B* drnrds 
:>f : oorhead, appointed a oowaittee to draw up plans for 
;he organisation of a state High School Athletic Associa­
tion. Supt* K# C. Bell of Luverao m e  chaiman of this 
sonalttoe, which reported the following year* With its
(personnel enlarged, It m e  instructed to woxte for another 
fear* The coaaittee*® final report m s  given at the 
luporin tendon te • nee ting In the spring of 1916, a oon- 
itifcution m s  adopted and officer© elected*
Supt* E* C* Bell of Luveroe m s  elected President 
*or a tern of three years, Supt* W* P* Dyer of Beaidji,
'flee President for a temporary term of one year* r* 
i iclioflcld shortly afterward left the state* Ee m s  succeeded 
' >y Supt. B* fr. Cosgrove of St* Peter. Hr* Cosgrove, having 
' isen called to the Mexican border with the national Guard
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In 191?* m s  in turn succeeded by Supt. J. G. Nortoy of 
lergus Palls. Mr. Norby m s  elected for a three year term 
an 1917* In the summer of 1913* however, he resigned as 
te accepted a position os Inspector with the State Depart* 
sent of Education. He m s  succeeded by Supt* Theodore 
Itne* then of Plorrls, who had been elected alternate at 
1 he annual meeting in 1918. Mr. Utne m s  reelected in 
3920 and 1923*
The primary purposes of the Athletic Association 
trere (1) to promote pure amateur sports and (2) to establish 
vniforsi eligibility rules for Interscholastic athletic con*
In 1918, Supt. W. C. Cobb of Brainerd m s  elected 
1rlce President of the Association. He m s  succeeded in 1921 
by Supt. H. Robert Rlngdahl* then of Dawson.
At the annual meeting in 1922 the constitution of 
he Association m s  amended to provide for the addition of 
;wo directors to the Board of control* thus increasing its 
Membership to five* Supt. J. P. Vaughan of Chisholm m e  
elected director for a term of two years and Supt. 0. K. 
i faith m s  reelected for three years.
At the 1922 annual meeting* Supt. K* L. Jacobson of 
loorhead was elected President of the Association for three 
rears, to suoceed Supt. H. C. Bell of Luverae.
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Until 1921, district oooraltteee were appointed by 
ifeho State Board of Control, lb 1921, however, the constitu­
tion wee amended to provide for the election of district 
xxaoittoes by the schools in the various districts,
m  1929 the Association broadened its scope by 
.ncludinc all interscholastlc athletic activities and 
added speech and debate. At that time the name was ohanred 
90 the Minnesota State High School League,
The League has existed as a nonprofit, voluntary 
association of the publie high schools sines its ineeption,
I
^n i960, it m o  officially incorporated under the laws of 
ho State of Minnesota as a non-profit organisation,3-
TUB NATIONAL FEDERATION OP STATE HIGH SOFTOOL 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS
The rational Federation consists of forty-nine 
11 ember state high school associations. The Canadian 
1 rovlncco of Manitoba, new Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Ontario 
end Saskatchewan are affiliates.
These state associations have united to secure the 
l oneflto of cooperative action which eliminates unnecessary 
duplication of work, and Which increases efficiency through
^  __  * ‘\9S***  * *  school League, ZttfiLAzmaBlrawdboob, 19?3» P* 11*
t
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the pooling and co-ordinating of efforts of all who are 
sngaged In high school activities.
Origin and Growth
The national organization had Its beginning In a
I. 0 » v «■ ft' *
leetlnc at Chicago on May 1**, 1920# V, V, Smith, secretary 
>f the Illinois High School Athletlo Association, issued 
.nvltatlons to neighboring states and state association 
: representatives cane from Illinois, Indiana, Io.-ja, Michigan
« - 4 r
nnd Wisconsin, The primary purpose of the meeting was 
:o discuss problems which had resulted from high school 
nonteets which were organized by colleges and universities 
or by other olubs or promoters. In many oases little 
attention had been paid to the eligibility rules of the 
lilgh school associations, or to other high sehool group
| 3 . V V , *
regulations, and the chaotic conditions that had developed, 
it this first meeting It was decided that the welfare of 
the high schools required that a more active part in the 
control of such athletic activities be exercised by the 
M g h  school men through the state associations and that this 
control necessitated the formation of a national organization, 
A constitution and by-laws were adopted and the group decided 
cn the name "Midwest Federation of State High School Athletlo 
Associations," Principal George Edward Marshall, Davenport, 
Iowa, was elected President and Principal L. W, Smith of
7
Toilet, Illinois, was elected Secretary-Treasurer.
In 1921, four states, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan and 
Tlsconeln, continued their Interest and became charter mem­
bra through formal ratification of the constitution, 
largely due to their efforts, the national organisation 
grew during the early years.
In 1922, the annual meeting at Chicago was attended 
>y representatives who expressed sympathy for and Interest 
m  the efforts to Introduce a high degree of order In the 
regulation of lntersoholastlc contests.
Since that time the National Federation has had a 
xealthy growth to Its present nation-wide membership. By 
1940 a national office with a full-time executive staff 
>eonme necessary and such an office wae established In 
September of that year.
The legislative body Is the NATIONAL COUNCIL made 
ip of one representative from eaoh member state association, 
iiuch representative must be an officer or a member of his 
state board of control. The executive body la the EXECUTIVE 
JOEMITTEK of seven state board of control members from the 
seven territorial sections as outlined In the constitution, 
fhelr election Is by the National Counoll at the annual meet* 
kng. These meetings, prior to 1944, were held In February
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ILn connection with the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals of the N.E.A. Prom 1 9 ^  to 1950* the 
irrnual meetings were held near January 1* Since that time 
the meetings hare been held near July 1.
From time to tlmef regional conferences are spon­
sored* An annual conference for state executive secretaries 
jas been held* Prior to 1952, such conferences were held 
during the summer* Since that time* they have been held 
' sarly in January* For such conferences, the host state 
liixoeutlve serves as presiding officer and the National 
Federation Secretary serves as secretary*
AFFILIATIONS
The National Federation cooperates with other 
£thletlc organizations in the writing of rules for several 
<f the sports and in acting upon national records in track 
end swimming*
cooperative relations are maintained with the United 
£tates Offloe of Education, National Bduoatlonal Association, 
accrediting bodies such as the North Central, Southern and In- 
Hand Empire Associations of Colleges and Secondary Schools, 
American Association of Health, Physical Education and Re­
creation, Amateur Athletic tfolon, National Association of 
Secondary-School Principals and American oounoll on Education.
9
The growth In size and influence of the state high 
i school associations and their National Federation insures 
: one degree of teamwork on the part of 20,000 high schools, 
ind this teamwork has enabled then to formulate policies 
ind plans for Improving high school athletic conditions 
tnd to make these plans function* The National Federation 
1 robably represents the largest, closely knit organized 
lody of athletes in the world. The opportunities for 
< ontributing to the welfare of the high school athletic 
jrogran are unlimited*
The Federation was organized primarily to secure 
Iroper adherence to the eligibility rules of the various 
state associations in interstate contests and meets* As 
the prestige of the national organization grew, a program 
for the sanctioning of Interstate meets was woiked out.
Ills later led to definite action relative to national and 
sactional athletic events. At the present time, no national 
athletic meet or tournament is sanctioned* Meets or 
t mmamentr which involve the schools of more than one 
a sate are sanctioned in accordance with definite limitations 
if» connection with distance to be traveled, type of sponsor, 
amount of school time consumed, and extent to which such
AIKS AND ACTIVITIES
10
< vent Interferes with smaller meets which Insure participa­
tion by greater numbers of those who need the training# She 
i ©ope of the national Federation weiic has broadened so that 
i ll high school athletic groups profit through an exchange of 
experiences and a poolin' of interests#
FtM&MZHTAL OTOESLIZM PHILOSOPHY
The activities of the national Federation are based 
cn the belief that strong state and national high school 
cthistle organizations are necessary to protect the athletic 
interests of the high schools* to promote on ever increas­
ing growth of a type of intorsoholastlo athletics which Is 
educational in both objective and nethod and whioh can be
justified as an integral part of the high school curriculum 
end to protect high school boys from e:x>loitatlon for purposes 
having no educational implications# To accomplish these 
things* It has boon necessary for high school men to exercise 
©a2awos*t in the numerous activities which the leaders in the 
citato high school associations have, through their national 
F©deration, inaugurated and supported#3* (refer to Table 1, 
on the folio-:ing page}#
HaxnMOta State High School League* Forty-first 
& mml-ianflbopa. 1963* p. 1?.
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TABLE 1
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF STATS HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSOCIATIONS
MEMBER STATES DATE OF MEMBER STATES DATE OF
ENTRY ENTRY
Alabama 1924 Missouri 1926





1945California 1940 New Hampshire
Colorado 1925 New Jersey 1942
Connecticut 1926 New Mexico 1932
Delaware 1945 New York 1926
Florida 1926 North Carolina 1949




Illinois 1920 Oregon 1931
Indiana 1924 Pennsylvania 1925
Iowa 1920 Rhode Island 1952
1947Cansas 1923 South Carolina
Kentucky 1941 South Dakota 1923
Louisiana 1925 Tennessee 1927
saina
faryland § 3 UtahVermont 192719451948Massachusetts 1944 Virginia
Michigan 1920 Washington 1936
Minnesota 1923
1924
West Virginia 1925Mississippi Wisconsin 1920
Wyoming 1936
NATIONAL FEDERATION BY-LAWS
The following rules, selected from the official
jy-laws, govern athletic eligibility and contestst
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Artlole I. Eligibility of Players
To represent a school in any interstate athletic 
tontest, a pupil must be eligible under the following rules t
SECTION 1. His school shall be a member of the 
i state athletic association of his home state, and he must 
i loraply with all eligibility rules of such association.
SECTION 2. He shall be an amateur In accordance 
ulth the amateur rule as formulated by his home state ath- 
: etic association.
Article IX. Provisions Governing Contests
SECTION 1. In all interstate contests each con­
testing school shall follow the rules of its home state 
Ethletic association.
SECTION 2. No school which is a member of a 
federation member state high school association shall 
compete in any of the following contests unless such con­
test has been sanctioned by each of the Interested state 
associations through the National Federationt
(a) any Interstate tournament or meet in which 
three or more schools participate!
(b) any Interstate two-school contest which Involves 
a round trip exceeding 600 miles;
(c) any interstate two-school contest (regard­
less of the distance to be travelled) which is 
sponsored by an individual or an organization 
other than a member high school.
Note* Application forms for sanction of meets 
aider the provisions of the above rules may be secured 
ipon request from the State High School League office. 1
MEMBERSHIP ROLL
MINNESOTA STATE HIGH SCHOOL LEAGUE
In the State of Minnesota only public high schools 
ire allowed membership In the High School League* This 
includes all private and paroohlal schools.
The state is divided Into eight regions and thirty* 
;wo districts* The number of sohools in each region varies 
Tom a low of fifty-eight schools in Region IV and V, to 
u high of seventy*four In Region VI*
The number of sohools In each district ranges 
Tom a low of nine In Districts 15 and 28, to a high of 
;wenty~one In Districts 1** and 21*
District 17 has only eleven sheools, all of which 
are in the city of Minneapolis* District 18 Includes the 
i suburban area* District 15 has only nine schools, but 
i .re the St* Paul schools*
For a listing of the schools in the various districts




Sports approved by the Minnesota state High School 
League are as followst1
baseball Golf Swimming
basketball Gymnastics Tennis
Cross country Hockey Track
Football Skiing Wrestling
Speech activities sponsored by the Minnesota
state High School League are as follows* Debate, Drama,
md Speech* (For a listing of school participation in
the various activities see Table 2 on next page}*
TRACK AND FIELD•»
RULES
The National Trade and Field Rules govern all lnter- 
ichool meets involving member schools except as modified 
lerewith*
For additional rules see Artlole III, Section 5,
2Athletic By-Laws.
ENTRIES
Unless otherwise established by the district or 
: ‘egional committee not more than two contestants in each 





SCHOOL PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES
1961-62 1962-63
dumber of Schools reporting 492 489
itTHLETIC ACTIVITIES
Baseball*•••••••••basketball*.......
Cross country Run* 


















Debate*...........   160 158
Drama* ..........  286 299
Speech.............  399 375
For 1962-63 the average school enrolled In 5*37 
1 thistle activities and 1*7 speech activities! or a 
sotal of 7*07 activities sponsored by the League*
entered by any member school*
Each region may enter tiro contestants in each in- 
c1virtual event, and one team for each relay event in the 
£ bate meet* In case of a tie the individual contestant 
entitled to advance must be determined*
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SUBSTITUTIONS FOB REGIONAL AND STATS MEETS
Individual events-Substltution will not be allowed 
for any reason* The individual that qualified cannot be 
replaced*
Belays-Unllraited substitution will be allowed*
Cities of First Class
Qualified entries in the district meet in cities of 
fthe first class (l*e* Duluth, I'inneapolis, and St* Paul) 
advance directly from the district to the state meet*
Limitations on Participation
The following limitations apply to all track and 
Tield meets*
1* A contestant may participate In a total of
four events (track and field) but not in excess 
of three track or three field events in arriving 
at the combination of four*
2* A contestant may compete in only one track 
event of ¥i0 yards or more* He may in 
addition compete in two other track events of 
220 yards or lees exoept that a yard leg of
17
a relay may be one of these two events*
3« A contestant who falls to qualify In a preliminary 
of any event shall be considered to have partici­
pated in the event.
A* In the state meet the mile run shall be run in 
two heats*
If a student should participate in more than one 
;raok meet in a given day, his total participation in both 
neets must not exoeed the above limitations.
EVENTS
Track
100 lard Dash 880 Yard Run
120 Yard High Hurdles 
180 Yard Low Hurdles
Mile Run
Half Mile Relay 
Mile Relay220 Yard Dash
440 Yard Dash
Field






Schedule of Events for State fleet 
Preliminaries (First Day)
4*00— 120 Yard High Hurdles 51I5-— 180 Yard Low Hurdles 
5*30— 880 Yard Bun 
5*45.-220 Yard Dash
I**25-— 100 Yard Dash
4*45— Half File Belay
5*00— 440 Yard Dash
Finals (Second Day)
12 100— .Pole vault 3*05— One Kile Run
1*00— Shot Put*— (concrete ring) 3*15—  Half Mile Relay
For meets other than the state meet* See Buie 5 
In the National Federation Track and Field Guide*
The committee In charge of a meet should announce 
n  advance of the meet the*
a) number of places to be counted, and
b) the points to be awarded*
For the state meet* Five places for each event* 
'oints to be awarded are 5.**.3-2.1 , Beeh relay race is in­
cluded In the scoring*
1*30— Ht^i Jump 
2 *00— Discus— -(concrete ring) 
2*45— 120 Yard High Hurdles 
2*55— 100 Yard Dash
3125— 440 Yard Dash 
3*40— 180 Yard Low Hurdles 





Regional fleets t 
nedals i
a) Individual events for first, second and 
third.
b) Relay events, individual medals for winning
team.
Ribbons t
Individual events-for fourth and fifth places 
Trophies«
One for team championship, and 
One for each relay event.
State Meet!
Medalsi
a) Individual events-for each of five places.
b) Relay events-indlvidual medals for winning 
team.
Ribbons t
Relay events. Individual ribbons for second, 
third, fourth and fifth places.
Trophies t
One for team championship, and 
One for each relay event. (Please refer to Table 




1964 REGIONAL TRACK MEETS
REGION DATE PLACE MANAGER
1 May 29 Faribault
1
Jack Dryer
2 m y  29 Worthington Kenneth Thompson
3 nay 29 Montevideo Herman Hoiten
h May 27 University of 
Minnesota
Roy Griak
5 May 29 Uillmar Carl Foe, Das cel
6 m y  20 Glenwood Cliff Hanson
7 m y  30 Aurora Peter Jurkovich
8 May 29 Bemldjl State 
College




m y  25-26 Duluth V. C. Dunder
Minneapolis
m y  27-29 University of 0• O'DellMinnesota
St*  Paul
m y  22. 28 central Stadium. George Rosooe
St. Paul
SCHBDUL;, OP EVENTS
Prior to 1962, the State Track meet In Minnesota
*
!
ad been held on one day. Beginning In 1962, the meet 
teoame a two-day meet, with preliminaries held on the first 
ay and finals held on the second day. The revised schedule 
or the two-day meet has already been lnoluded. Following Is 
1 he schedule that was followed when the meet was run off In 
cne day*1
21
SCHEDULE OP EVERTS FOR STATE MEET 
Preliminaries
LO *00— 120 lards High Hurdles 
Lo 125— IOO Yards Dash
Finals
1 too— Pol© vault
Is30— Shot Put
2 *GQ— »High Jump 
2 »00— Discus 
2*^5— Broad Jump
21 **5— 120 Yards High Hurdles 
2 *55— 100 sards Dash
10*^5— 180 Yards Low Hurdles 
11*10— 220 Yards Dash
3t05— One Mile Hun 
3*15— Half Kile Belay 
3130—  kho Yards Dash 
311*5— 180 Yards Low Hurdles 
l* t00— **880 Yards Bun 
2ttl5— 220 Yards Dash 
fct25—  Kile Relay
PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE STATS MEET *1
%m— Will start on the 
urve from a one-turn staggered start with each contestant 
remaining in his lane for one turn* After the first turn
1110 yards) the contestants will break for the pole position.
880 Yard Relay.— Will start in the middle of the 
couth straightaway with each team starting from a four* 
turn staggered start. Each team will run in their lanes the 
entire distance.
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Mile Relay.—-Will start In the middle of the south 
straightaway with the lead-off man starting from a one-turn 
staggered start, and each contestant will run in his lane the 
entire bkO yards. The second team member of each relay team 
nay break for the pole position with the second and third 
baton exchange determined by team position ooralng off the 
last curve.
: lie Run.— Will start In the middle of the south 
straightaway. A box stagger system will be used this year.
?he contestants are required to stay within their respective
»xes around the first turn until the far straightaway is
* .:*eached, allowing contestants In the same box 160 yards 
before the runners In all boxes merge.
Each restraining line for the "bcr stagger" will be marked
i'lth a different color. Runners In eaoh box can go anywhere
-
fithin their box to pass runners In that box, providing pass- 
ng rules are adhered to. 1
Summary.— The Minnesota State High School League 
^as formed In 1923 for the purpose of promoting athleties 
i|n the State of Minnesota.
The National Federation of State High School Athletic 
Associations, of which Minnesota Is a member, was formed In 
l !?20 to promote athletics on a national level.
. , i:'lrm00Ota State High School League,
& lS2EUlH!£book, 1963, p. 327.
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The National Federation established a set of rules 
that were to govern all Inter-scholastic athletic competition 
among Its member states.
The Minnesota State High School League approves 
all sports carried on by the member schools In Minnesota.
It also sponsors other activities such as debate, drama, 
and speech.
Regarding the track and field program, In which 
Jhis thesis is primarily concerned, the High School League 
ms formed rules and regulations which member schools are 
*equested to follow. These rules concern entries, substitu­
tions, order of events, sooring, and awards.
The League has also divided the state Into eight 
regions and thirty-two districts and has designated In 
ihlch region and district each member school Is to participate.
Finally, the League has set up a procedure of 
e vents that are to be followed In the sfĉ te meet. The 
league also recommends that this procedure be followed in 
Ihe district and region meets.
CHAPTER III
THIS MINNESOTA STATS HIGH SCHOOL TRACK MEET
In 1923 the Minnesota State High School League 
sponsored the first state track meet* Prior to this time 
there were many track meets held in the state, but none 
sould be considered to be a true state championship. 
Minneapolis papers gave accounts of an annual meet which 
they called the state high school track meet, but these 
; nests included only the teams from Minneapolis and st. Paul. 
Phis meet is still carried on today and is knoxm as the 
Metropolitan Track Meet.
Carle ton College conducted an annual track meet 
.n the early years also and many observers considered this 
neet a state meet, but again, this meet m s  attended only 
iy those schools in the Immediate vicinity including the 
!!uin City schools. Since it did not include many of the 
< ut-state schools it cannot be considered a true state 
1 test.
There is no question that, due to the large pop­
ulation of the Twin City schools, any meet that is to be 
<ailed a state meet must have the attendance of the schools
24
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from the Twin Cities* Also because of the numerous schools 
outside the Twin Cities a meet would have to Include the out* 
state schools to be considered a state meet*
Actually It was not until 1929 that a true state meet 
was held* During the years from 1923 to 1928 a state meet 
n s  held, but m s  divided Into two classes* The Class A 
Division was made up of schools from Minneapolis, St. Paul, 
and Duluth* The Class B Division m s  made up of all the 
>ther schools In the state* In 1929 all sohools In the 
state were put Into one class and have remained In one division 
over since*
neet In 1923 Minneapolis sohools have dominated the team 
(championships* Of the thirty- six state track meets since
1 ill© meet m s  put Into one class, Minneapolis schools have1
ton twenty-three crowns* St. Paul schools have won only 
cne title, Duluth schools have won four titles, sohools In 
the suburban Minneapolis area have won three times and out- 
s|tate schools have won only five times*
Of the twenty-three crowns won by Minneapolis 
schools. Central leads the list with six, West and Washburn 
hive five each, Southwest has won three times, North has 
w m  twice, and Edison and South have each won once*
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The only St• Paul team to win a championship was 
Central In 195̂ * Duluth teams have won four timesf Denfeld 
.n 19^9 and Central In 1930, 1935 and a pain In 1936*
Hie only out-state school to win more than once m s  
lit* Louis Park, Park teams captured titles In 1958* 1962, 
and 1963. Moorhead In 1929* Montevideo In 1932# Owatonna 
n  1950, rnrikato In 1951* and Ribbing In 1961 round out the 
M e t  of winners.
Prom 1923 to 1928# when the meet was run off In txso 
i tlasses, Minneapolis Central won five of the sir Class A 
ahomplonshlps, Minneapolis West won the other title In 
: 926. In Class B# veleth won twice, In 1925 and again In 
L927* In 1923 Duluth Central won. In 192^ Parjbault took 
Lome the crown. In 1926 Mankato came out on top, and In 
3 928 Sleepy ye won team honors.
With the sir team championships It has won since 
1 he meet m s  put Into one class, and the five crowns it 
t on in Class A from 1923 to 1928, Minneapolis Central easily 
lar outdistances any other team In the number of first place 
trophies won. (See the following page for Table 4, and a 
31st of the State Track Champions),
Changes In vents.— The first stats track meet in
3923 was divided Into two olasses. The Minneapolis and St,
TaII ’ 4
STATE TRACK CHAMPIONS 192>1964
1923 A Minneapolis Central 
B Duluth Central
1924 A Minneapolis Central 
B Faribault
1925 A Minneapolis Central 
B Sveleth
1926 A Minneapolis West 
B rankato
1927 A Minneapolis Central 
B Bveleth
1928 A Minneapolis Central
B Sleepy Eye
1929 Moorhead1930 Duluth Central 931 Minneapolis West .932 Montevideo 
.933 Minneapolis Edison 
1.934 Minneapolis West 
1 .935 Duluth Central 
: .936 Duluth Central 
! .937 Minneapolis West 
: .938 Minneapolis West 
1939 Minneapolis West 
^940 Minneapolis Washburn 

















1958 t. Louis Park
1959 Minneapolis Central 
l?5c Minneapolis Central
1961 Hibblnp;
1962 St. Louis Park
1963 St* Louis Park
1964 Minneapolis Central
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Paul high schools oonpeted in Class A, while the schools 
from the rest of the state competed In Class B*






120 Yard High Hurdles








During the years that followed, there were many
changes in the various events. Some new events were added 
and other events were dropped. Some events were Just
changed. The low hurdles have been the victim of most of 
the changes. To begin with the distance was 220 yards.
In 1937 the distance was shortened to 200 yards and in 1951 
the distance m s  again shortened to the present 180 yards.
The only other changes in the running events was the 
addition of the mile run in 19*# and the addition of the 
mile relay in 1958,
In the field events the Javelin m s  thrown until
1937 when it m s  discontinued, and has not been brought 
back as yet. The oollege-slse discus m s  thrown until 
1939 when the present lighter discus m s  Introduced, These 
are the only changes in the field events.
One other change deserves mention at this time.
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Prior to 1963 the meet was always run off In one day, but 
beginning that year the meet has been run off In two days.
The reader is referred to Table 5# on the following page for 
a list of the state records.
In the nest several pages the reader will find a 
brief account of the many Minnesota State High School Track
! r
tm& Field Meets that have been conducted since the Minnesota 
State High School League began sponsoring the meet.
Various sources have been used to gather the many 
acoounts of the annual track meet. Among these sources 
are the following! The Grand Forks Herald, the Fargo Forum, 
The Minneapolis Star and Tribune, The St. Paul Pioneer Press, 
and the annual handbook published by the Minnesota state 
High School League.
Credit will not be given to eaoh of the sources 
in the brief acoounts to follow because in sense Instances 
parts of more than one source were included.
Neither will this thesis include eaoh newspaper or 
handbook article in Its entirety because to do so would 
make this paper too cumbersome. Instead, only the high­
lights of each of the annual state track meets will be 
given. Not only were many of the original acoounts of
.. . ~y.- . v
the meet shortened, but in many cases they were also changed 
womewhat to make the material grammatically correct and more 
readable.
STATE TRACK AMD PIELD RECORDS
TABLE 5
EVENT MARK NAME AMD SCHOOL YEAR
100 9.9 James McClearie, Bralnord 
Roman Anderson, St* James 





220 21. 9 Dick Gehrlru*, Hpls* 
Washbum 1942
440 49.1 Kike Glllham, St* Louis 
Park 1962
880 1*55.7 Marty Benson, Minnetonka 1963
rille 4*18*9 Bob Wagner, St. Louis Park 1964
120 H.H. 14*5 Byron Glgler, Moorhead 1961
180 L.H. 19.6 Gerry Brouwer, St* Louis
Park 1963
H.J • 6*6 3/4" Thoms Stuart, Breekenridge 1963
B# J* 23*4" Carl Jaoobs, Hpls* North 1941
P*V. 13*3" George Mitshulls, Kpls* Roosevelt 1964
Shot 58»7t* Dan Sechart, White Bear 
Lake 1964
Discus 171*11 3/4" Dan Seebart, White Bear Lake 1964
880 Relay 1*30.1 Minneapolis Central 
Minneapolis Central ini
Mile Relay 3*24*4 Fdlna-Momlngsi de 1964
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To find the complete list of eaoh of the first 
three finishers In each event the reader Is referred to 
the appendixes that make up the last part of this thesis.
■KtoB. 22.?2 flfiPB, 4* Minneapolis Central
t o  the first annual State Track and Field Meet, Class Af 
with a total of 61 points. Minneapolis West was second 
with 55h points. Since this was the first time the Minnesota 
State High School League has sponsored such a meet, all marks 
trill go down as reoords. There were some outstanding 
Individual performances that deserve mention. KcGaughy of 
Minneapolis Cast won both the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Garwldr of .Minneapolis South was also a double winner as 
he led the field in the shot and discus and also placed 
third in the high Jump to lead all soorers with 13 points. 
McGaughy scored 10 points for his team. Thelmer of Minneapolis 
West was right behind with 9 points on a first place finish 
In die 120 yard high hurdles and a second In the 220 yard 
low hurdles.
Class D.— »Duluth Central showed overwhelming 
power in wirmlng the Class B Division of the 1923 state Track 
and Field Meet, central scored bS points. A distant seoond 
was Owntonne with 19 b points, barely nosing out Gilbert with 
19 1/3*
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IJolstrom of Gilbert m s  the individual star as he 
scored firsts in the 100 and 220 yard dashes and led his 
teas to first place in the relay race.
Ihe 192» Trade ;:eet-Claos fl— Por the eeoond year 
in a row !Inneapolis Central w n  the team championship in 
the Glass A State Track and Field Meet. It m s  hardly a 
contest as second place Duluth Central came in with 35 1/3 
points.
Of the 13 events run off in the meet, Minneapolis 
Central athletes could win only five first places for 25 
points, but a rash of second, thirds, fourths, and fifths 
gave them an additional k0\ points.
Johnson of Duluth Denfeld was the only double winner 
as he took the 100 yard dash and the shot put.
Class a.— In a three-way battle for the crown,
Faribault txm out and became the 192^ Class B Champion of 
the Minnesota State High school League Trade and Field Meet. 
Faribault scored 2k points. Close behind were St. Cloud with 
21& and Winona with 2 1.
Shields of Faribault was the only double winner as 
he took the 100 and 220 yard sprint races.
«*r« *»
a row Minneapolis Central won the Class A Division of the state
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school track meet by scoring a total of 51 3A  points. 
Minneapolis West m s  runner-up with 36§ points.
Once again it m s  team balance that paid off for
the Central team as it could win only 4 events. However, 
its numerous lower placing were more than enough to win
the crown.
Class B.—  Georg© Ottemess, Willmar Flash, gave 
one of the most outstanding performances the young state 
meet has witnessed when he single-handed won second place 
for his team. Ottemess w s  4 events to score a total of 
20 points* His 20 points were only one-half point less 
than the total scored by third place Buffalo<
®SiJa2&JF,&9£Se‘Sll&aB., the first time
since the State High School league began sponsoring the 
state meet a teen other than Minneapolis Central won first 
place in the Class A Division. Central put up a great battle, 
but when the final points were tabulated Central was second 
to Minneapolis West by one point. West scored 3? points 
While Central scored 36.
Johnson of Duluth Denfeld was the only double 
winner as he won the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
.Class.B— Mankato won the 1026 Class B state Track
and Field Championship with a total of 36; points. In a 
close second was “veleth with 32 7/10 points*
Nadeau of Hibbing in the 100 and 220 yard dashes, 
find Farrell of (brand Bapide in the pole vault and shot put 
were the only double winners.
iMinneapolis central
returned to the top of Class A track in the state meet as 
it eoored 38 1/3 points to beat Duluth Central with 32 
points. Once again team depth paid off as central could 
trin only three events.
Defending champion Minneapolis West could score 
only 20 1/3 points to come in fifth.
Class 3.—  veleth won the Class B Division by 
scoring kZ points to 32$ by second place Mankato, the 
defending champion.
Win Brookmeyer of Mankato was easily the outstand­
ing athlete as he scored 20 points on firsts in both 
hurdles, the broad jump, that he won handily, and the 
pole vault. Mlroslovioh and M. Segal were the big scorers
for Eveleth.
Central
won its fifth title in the last sir years as it outsoored 
all other Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth teams. Central 
won a total of 39| points. Minneapolis North was a dose 
second with 38^ points.
With Central trailing North going into the last
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event of the day, the 880 yard relay, it looked as though 
North would be the new champion* But Central* s great re* 
lay team won that event and honors went back to Central 
for at least another long year*
Claes 3.--Unknown and unheralded Sleepy Bye won the 
1928 Class B Division of the State Track and Field meet. 
Sleepy Eye scored 27 points* Winona was a close second 
with 24.
For Sleepy Eye It was Sommervllle who m o  the top 
soorer as he won both the 100 and 220 yard dashes. The 
only other first place Sleepy Eye athletes could win was 
the 880 yard run, won by Thompson.
The 1929 Track Meet.— Led by Lawrence Knauf, who 
scored three firsts to be high point man In the meet, 
Moorhead High School won the championship of the Minnesota 
State High School League Track and Field meet at the 
University of Minnesota stadium*
There were 194 entrants from 72 schools* This meet 
Included only one class Instead of two as in previous years* 
For the first time in several years no reoords were broken* 
The final event of the day decided the champion­
ship, Moorhead taking third place In the 880 yard relay* 
Duluth Central did not place in the event and the spud's 
three points put them In front*
*
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Several athletes stood out In the races aid field 
events. Dyer of St, Paul Central took a second in the 220 
and a third in the 100 yard dash, Lewby of Northfield 
placed second in the century and fifth in the 220, 
Foumelle of White Bear Lake scored for his team, and 
Nicolas, one of the leading athletes of the Range, scored 
in the 100, 220, and broad jump for Hveleth,
. ;,&3&.~Iron Range high schools 
walked away with all top honors in the state meet, Duluth 
Central scored in eight of the thirteen events to win the 
championship with 22 1/6 points, Virginia finished 
second with 18 1/6, Another Range school, Aurora, fin* 
ished in third with 14,
Two records were broken, both by members of 
Virginia High School*s team, Dick Sryers set a new record 
for the pole vault with 12*1", Bob Hall easily won the 
low hurdles in 26.1 for the other record.
The high scorer of the meet was Knute Belgian of 
Elbow Lake with twelve points In firsts in the 100 and 
220 yard dashes and a fourth in the shot put* He was 
easily the class of the field in the sprints,
Moorhead, Champions last year, finished far down 
the list with only two-thirds of a point,
iM.-iaa.. .The meet was run off in a
drizzling rain but Minneapolis West athletes splashed to
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victory anyway by nosing out favored Duluth Central by two- 
thirds of a point* The slippery trade and field made 
.good footing Impossible and only one record was set, the 
time of 15*7 turned in by Heinle Knoblauch of Minneapolis 
West in the high hurdles*
Central*s chances of copping the meet for the 
second year were dimmed when they were disqualified in the 
half mile relay after taking third place.
Individual brilliance was shown by Fritz Hanson, 
an all-around athlete from Perhara, who won first in both 
sprint races, and took third in the broad Jump. His time 
in the century was 10*1*
Stan Kostka of South St* Paul, who had put the shot 
better than the present state record of 50* by Clarence 
Munn, University of Minnesota Big Ten Champion, failed of 
that mark by four inches*
The 1932 State Meet.— Three energetic lads from 
Montevideo, Kenny Dollarhlde, Clarence (Tuffy) Thompson, 
and Warren Harding, the state Interscholastic trade 
and field championship for their hone t o m  high school at 
Memorial Stadium* The tree-clustered campus had never 
seen three more outstanding high school athletes* To­
gether they compiled twenty-three points for Montevideo 
by taking part in every event where they thought they 
had a chance* The ranking favorite, Duluth Central, was
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limited to the runner-up position with nineteen points.
Bill Freimuth, leader of the Duluth central forces, 
threw the discus 128*10" to crack a seven-year-old mark, 
the only record-breaking performance.
The 1933 Track Meet.— Minneapolis Edison cele­
brated the return of Minneapolis schools to Minnesota 
High school track competition by winning the 1933 meet. 
Defending champion Montevideo was second with fourteen 
points, Brainerd was a close third with thirteen.
Three records were broken and one was tied, Jim 
Medearie of Brainerd ran the 100 yard dash in 9*9 seconds 
in the preliminaries to account for onej dlff Anderson 
of Minneapolis Roosevelt ran the 880 in two minutes flat
!■
for another! and the Minneapolis West relay team of 
George Levering, Jerry Mulvehlll, Bob Hunter, and Paul 
Pederson set the third one, Ken Dollarhlde tied the 220 
yard low hurdles reoord with a time of 26,1 seconds.
The 1934 Track Meet.— Three records vanished under 
a swirl of noteworthy deeds in the state meet. Won by 
Minneapolis West with a slim nineteen points, the tour­
nament divided itself between the accomplishment of Bill 
McKenzie, strapping Gaylord youth, who almost won the 
title by himself, and a series of record-smashing assaults 
in three specialties.
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One of these had defied previous threats for many 
years until McKenzie, who single-handedly oollected six­
teen and one-half points, to place Gaylord seoond to West, 
leaped 22*2* in the broad Jump.
The flying feet of West*s crack 880 yard relay 
team ground out a new record, first breaking its own mark 
in the forenoon preliminaries, and repeating in the after­
noon finals, while Roy Patterson, lanky Duluth Central 
hurdler, and Edgar Grabensteln of Farmington shared trim­
ming of tiie low sticks race record.
McKenzie, who had figured in the broad Jump, 
discus, high hurdles, and high Jump broke his pole in 
his last vault and he plunged to the sawdust pit landing 
heavily on the back of his neck.
Examination at the University hospital revealed 
McKenzie was badly bruised, but not seriously hurt.
As to the records, the fast West relay runners, 
Jerome Kulvehlll, Bill Maxson, Bob Hunter, and Virgil 
Getty, cxacked West's 880 yard record of last year by 
one-tenth of a second, running in 1*33.5. The four raced 
in exactly the same time in the afternoon.
Dumbfounded after his turn in luck, carvel Senty 
of Little Falls, who first broke the old broad Jump reoord 
by leaping twenty-two feet, watohed the agile McKenzie do 
him two inches better on his last Jump.
ko
Patterson' 8 example In the low hurdle racing 
was followed to each detail by Grabenstein, who duplicated 
the former's time of 25,8 in the morning by taking the 
finals in the afternoon* The old record was 26*1 by Hall 
of Virginia in 1930*
The 1935 atate Meet,~The Duluth Central High School 
track team splashed its way to first place in the annual 
high school track and field meet in Memorial Stadium by 
gamering a total of 25J points*
A steady rain fell throughout most of the meet 
and huge puddles of water appeared on the traok, Runners 
were spattered from head to foot with dirt and water*
Mankato, led by Henry Jabbra, swept into second 
place in the standings with twenty points, while Minneapolis 
Central was third with 17§*
Jabbra, with second places in the 100, 220 and shot 
put was high individual with twelve points, while Helge 
Pukema of Duluth Central won both the shot and discus for 
ten points*
The slowness of the trade prevented any breaking 
of records, although remarkably good times were set up in 
various events despite the existing oondllions. Four of 
the athletes came within one inch of the pole vault record.
The l<n6 State Meet.— Duluth Central*s Trojans,
with 49 points, won their second straight state high school 
track championship defeating its two outstanding rivals, 
Minneapolis Washburn and Owatoma, which finished second 
and third, with 2? 2/3 and 24 points respectively.
Three records were broken during the meet despite 
the muddy condition of the trade.
The 1937 State Meet.— Minneapolis West»s talented 
group of runners did the expected and walked off with the 
championship of the annual state track meet.
A strong pre-meet favorite, the West team, led by 
Joe Bayes, compiled 27 points to outdistance the remainder 
of the field.
Thirty-three schools figured In the scoring of the 
meet which saw three new records established, two by reason 
of changes in events made from a year ago.
Runnerup to West was Minneapolis central with 16£ 
followed by Rochester with 11 and Minneapolis Washburn with 
10.
Hirsoh of Minneapolis Washburn set one reoord 
when he ran the high hurdles in 15.1 seoonds. A new reoord 
was also set In the low hurdles. For the first time the 
distance has been shortened to 200 yards instead of the 
220 yards run In previous years. Triekson of Minneapolis
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Central won the finals In record time of 23.5 and Allen 
from Mankato also put his name on the record books, when 
he ran the distance In the same time In the morning. The 
Heat 880 yard relay team of Kelley, Larson, Gllles and 
Hayes set another record when they won that race In It32.3.
ffla..3L33P, S-tefra. teit— Minneapolis West scored 
sixteen points to retain Its state championship In one of 
the closest team competitions on record. Brainerd with 15 
placed second, Minneapolis South third with 11 3/5* and In 
order, Northfleld with 9§, Duluth Central 8 3/4 and Pipestone 
and the State School for Deaf el^ht eaoh.
A double record-smashing 440 yard dash, In which 
Bill Alexander of Minneapolis Marshall lopped six-tenths 
of a second off the record, featured the meet held at 
Memorial stadium.
Alexander finished In 50.8 seoonds, hard-pressed 
by Fairmont*s Jim Pounds, who also finished under the re­
cord. Pounds was four yards behind Alexander.
The high lump championship went to an unheralded 
contender, Alan Homeman of Moorhead, who leaped 5*11 3/8" 
to defeat fourteen year-old Dick Lee ef Northfleld.
jag.J£3g, Minneapolis West*s runners
carried the sohool*s colors to a third straight State High
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School Track and Field championship at the University of 
Minnesota Memorial Stadium* The Faribault Deaf School 
m s  a distant second with 1 4§ points*
Sprinter Dick Kelley led his team to the top with 
firsts in the 100 and 220 yard dashes, then ran the first 
leg of the West 880 yard relay team which negotiated that 
distance in the record time of li32*0*
The 1940. state iieet*~»Doug seen and Ray Tharp, 
a pair of youths with steel springs for leg muscles, paced 
Minneapolis Washburn to the championship of the annual high 
school track and field meet*
Both double winners, the youths contributed twenty 
points to Washburn*8 total of 24, with Minneapolis Roosevelt 
taking second with ldi* Minneapolis West, holder of the state 
erown for three straight years, was able to muster but ten 
points*
The 1941 state fleet.--Minneapolis Washburn rolled 
to its second successive state track championship as a field 
of the state*s best prep athletes smashed four meet records 
and tied two others*
Washburn, paced by Ray Tharp, double winner in the 
hurdles, piled up 25 points to finish well ahead of St* Cloud, 
runnerup with sixteen*
Ralph Perrin of Minneapolis North set one record In 
the 880 when he ran the distance In 1 158.3* Another record 
went to Carl Jacobs, also of Minneapolis North when he leaped 
23*4* in the broad Jump. Hie other two records went to the
V
great Roosevelt athlete, Fortune Gordlen, as he threw the 
shot 5 * 1 * and the discus 150*11|". Another record was 
tied as the Washburn relay team of Gehrlng, Sutton, Blerl, 
and Senn ran the distance In It32.0.
The 194.2 State Meat*— A two-man team gave Minneapolis 
Washburn its third straight state championship as it nosed 
out favored Minneapolis North. The final score was Washburn 
31, North 27$ * These two schools dominated the meet, third 
place being a tie between Minneapolis Central and Deer River 
at nine points each.
Dick Gehrlng, Washburn sprint ace, and Ray Tharp, 
outstanding hurdler from Washburn, gave their team an early 
lead that was insurmountable. Tharp finished the day with 
three firsts and Gehrlng accounted for two to almost win 
the meet by themselves.
■Ifog „Stete„Keeft»— North High of Minneapolis,
with 21 points, captured the state meet crown. More than 
forty schools were entered, but no records were broken.
Second place In team standings went to Minneapolis 
Southwest with 17 1/8| third to Patrick Henry of Minneapolis 
with seventeen! and fourth to St* Cloud with eleven*
In the Individual events, the 440 was won by 
Sheehan of Southwest In 51*1» The high Jump was won by 
Johnson of North at 5*10* These were perhaps the best 
marks turned In during the day*
,m,1r.~Klnneapolls Central was the 
winner with 26 points, while Minneapolis Washburn was runner- 
up with 14§ points*
Ken (Pussy) Wallace, Central*s ace, alone scored 
fourteen points and anchored the winning relay team to stand 
a head and shoulders above the rest of the field of 347 
athletes, the cream of the best high school trackmen the 
state has to offer*
No records were set but some excellent times and 
distances were turned In by the great schoolboy athletes*
The 1945 State Meet.— Minneapolis South, with more 
than double the points of Its nearest competitor, was an 
easy winner In the 1945 state meet, participated In by 42 
schools*
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Bryl Thompson, Minneapolis Sout^-st, came through 
for a new record In the discus throw, 153f10|*, to beat the
mark made by Fortune Gordien of Minneapolis Roosevelt, 
150*1 |*, tn the 19*H meet*
The meet m s  forced Indoors to the University 
fleldhouse by Inclement weather*
EOLJ&LSMKL flfififr--Southwest High 3chool of 
Minneapolis paced by George Holm, who set the day's only 
record by hurling the discus 159*7 3A", won the state 
traok meet* -
Southwest collected twenty points to finish ahead 
of Minneapolis Washburn with fourteen* Highest ranking 
out-state school m s  White Bear Lake with nine points* 
Minneapolis West and Minneapolis Central also had nine*
Holm's discus throw broke the old reoord of 
153'10|w sot by Thompson, also of Southwest, a year ago*
The 19^7 State Feet*— Klnneapolls Washburn won the 
19b7 state meet at Memorial Stadium by nosing out Worthington 
by one-half point* Washburn scored 22 points and Worthington 
scored 21&, This has to be one of the closest finishes in 
state meet history* Washburn won the half mile relay, the 
last event, to pi6k up the trophy* Worthington was not 
entered* The relay was the only event Washburn won and It 
came at an excellent time since even a second In the race 
would not have given Washburn enough points and Worthington
would not have been the state champion* However, Washburn’s 
fine relay team came in first with the time of It3^*0, and 
trith that title also went the team trophy*
l & L i S M  «l»neapollB North nosed out
Duluth Denfeld to win the state tract crown* North scored 
21 points to Denfeld9s nineteen*
one state record was broken, the mile run, by 
George Campbell, a junior from Big Pork High School* His 
time was ***30.2, smashing more than two seconds off the 
old mark of 4»32*5*
Bob Daniels of Duluth Denfeld was the star of the 
day as he won the 100 and 220 yard dashes and anchored the 
winning 880 yard relay team in the excellent time of It32*3*
the first time in the
past thirteen years anohool outside of Minneapolis won the 
State High School Track and Field Championship* That team 
was Duluth Denfeld, a runnerup a year ago* Another Region 
VII team. Ribbing, placed second* Thirty-nine schools 
earned points in the meet*
Ron Walbaum of Detroit Lakes won first in the 
broad jump, first In the pole vault and a tie for third in 
the high jump for a total of 10 6/7 points* Eddie Dryer 
of Minneapolis North won first In the 100 yard dash, second
^7
in 220 yard dash and fourth in the broad Jimp for a total of 
eleven points. Bob Daniels of Duluth Denfeld won first in 
the 220, second in the 100 and was a member of the winning 
relay team.
w>n the 1950 state
trade and field championship by scoring nineteen points. 
Minneapolis Washburn, defending champion was second with 
sixteen points.
Pete Prentner, with firsts in the 100 and 220 yard 
dashes and Schradl*’, who won the high jump, were the big 
scorers for the winners. Owatonna's 880 yard relay team 
scored four points with a second in that event to account 
for the remainder of its points.
the second consecutive
year the championship trophy was won by a school outside the 
cities of the first class. This year*s event was won by 
Mankato. Minneapolis Southwest and Minneapolis Washburn 
tied for second place*
The relay race was won by Minneapolis Central, whose 
team established a new state record of It31*9* Another new 
state record was established in the discus by Gerry Helgeson 
of st. Cloud with a throw of 160*11£".
Nash of Wheaton* Swanum of Washburn* and Mold of 
Cambridge each won a first and a second plaoe to score nine 
points for their respective schools.
The final results show that a total of fifty sohools 
scored points in the 1951 meet.
33*,?, , jftftfr— »Tws new state records were' «*
established In the 1952 state meet. Ruble of Minneapolis 
Edison and Stevens of Fairmont both won their preliminary 
heats In the 180 yard low hurdles In 20.6 seconds to establish 
a new state record. The 880 yard relay* won by Minneapolis 
central* was run in 1 *3 1.5, which was also a new state record. 
Members of the winning relay team were Johnson, Judy, Burk- 
strand and Carmichael.
Burkstrand and Carmichael of Central eaoh won a 
first and second plaoe in the 100 and 220 yard dashes, and 
participated on the winning relay team. The two boys thus 
won a total of eighteen points for their school and a share 
in the relay victory.
Behind Central* which had 31$ points for first 
place, were Morthfield in second with 11 1/9 and Embarrass 
In third with ten.
SaaaJLga-SMa. »•» records were written
into state track history in the 1953 state track meet.
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'Ch© new records and the new state champions aret the 440 
yard dash, 50*5, Bay Nevala of Embarrass} the ISO yard low 
hurdles, 20*0, Dave Johnson of Minneapolis Central} the 
shot put, 54*10 3/4”, Tom Brown of Central} and the pole 
vault, 12*2i", Chuck Jasper of Duluth Morgan Park.
Dave Johnson of Central was the only athlete to 
win two events. He placed first in both the hurdle raoes.
Central, under the direction of Ooach Bill Hawker, 
thus successfully defended the track crown won last year.
The victory marks the eighth state championship for Central 
with triumphs in 1923, 1924, 1925, 1927, 1928, 1944, 1952, 
and 1953*
the first time since the
Minnesota State High school League began sponsoring the 
state track and field meet, a St. Paul school won the state 
championship. St. Paul Central scored seventeen points to 
nose out Gibbon which scored fourteen.
St. Paul Central failed to win a first place, but 
garnered enough lower places to win the big meet.
Two records were broken and one was tied. Rudy 
Are chi go of Moorhead set a new standard in the mile run at 
4#23.6. Bob Henry of University High threw the shot 56* 2 3/4" 
for the second. Norman Anderson, great sprinter from St. James,
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ran the 100 yard dash In 9*9 seconds to equal that record.
3&S.,125.5  <*>e »©« state record m s
established in the 1955 state meet and two other records 
were equalled. A new record of 12*4 7/8" was established 
by Stan Morrow of Garden City in the pole vault. Records 
were tied in the 120 yard high hurdles by Doug Hein of 
Bobbinsdale and in the 180 yard low hurdles by Dave Myers 
of Minneapolis Southwest.
Southwest, under the direction of coach A1 Halley, 
captured its second state traok championship. The sohool 
also won the relay trophy.
m e  122$ State ^Minneapolis Southwest, 
under the direction of ooaoh A1 Halley, successfully do- 
fended its state trade title won last year. The team 
soored a total of 31 3/4 points, almost triple the number 
scored by any other team. Horthfleld was seoond with 
eleven points.
A new record was established in the pole vault 
by Stan Morrow of Montgomery who also held the previous 
record. The new height established was 12*8$ %  Last 
year Morrow set a new marts while competing for Garden 
City.
Two other meet records were tied. Chuck Mulliner 
of Horthfleld ran the 180 yard low hurdles in 20.0, and
f
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the Hopkins 880 yard relay team ran that event In the time 
of 1 *3 1,5, Members of the winning relay team were Chuck 
Ducharrae, Jim Uram, Jerry Lewis and Gory Garwick.
m J ^ i I ^ l,^...,,r^^"Wlnneapolla Washburn ended 
Minneapolis Southwest*s reign as track king In Minnesota as 
it narrowly eked out a victory In the state meet held at the 
till varsity of Minnesota Stadium,
The meet was one of the most difficult in which to 
score as only four teams were able to score in double figures, 
Washburn led with fifteen, St, Paul Central was second with 
Hi, and Minneapolis Central and Morton tied for third and 
fourth with eleven,
A total of four records were set. They ore as 
follows* Dave Odegard In the 120 yard high hurdles,whose 
winning time was 14,8 in the finals, but in the preliminaries 
he ran the distance in 14.6| James Patten of Bemldjl broke 
the hi$i Jump record as he soared 6* 2 5/8*1 Tom Swanson of 
Uorthfield set a new record in the shot put as he heaved the 
ball 5<5*7i*j and the Washburn 880 yard relay team of Gene 
Pelletier, Dan Lowler, Gary Herzberg, and Larry Wick lowered 
the record in that event to 1 *3 1.3,
Zfapl,.iajg. &>T the first time since 1951
the state title was won by a school outside of the Twin
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Cities* For all but five of the years slnoe 1929# schools, 
from cities of the first class have monopolized this event* 
The 1958 winner was St* Louis Park with a total of 22 points* 
New records were established in the mile run, the 
shot put and the discus* The 180 yard hurdle record was 
tied*
George Strunk of Windom and Bob Peterson of liars hall 
each won two first place events*
Thirty-five schools soored points in the meet* 
3M1259. *— Pdnneapoll s Central dominated
the 1959 annual state track and field meet* Their winning 
total of 30$ points was more than enough to overpower 
University High and Ribbing who shared second place with 
twelve points eaoh*
Three new records were established while two others 
were tied*
Forty-two out, of the 113 schools represented, 
figured in the scoring*
 ̂The I960 state I eet*— Minneapolis Central repeated 
as state champion with 28 points, but was hard pressed by 
Minneapolis Washburn, scoring 20 points and winning second 
place. Ribbing soored thirteen points, Minneapolis Marshall, 
eleven, and Moorhead and St* Paul Central soored 10$ each*
5^
Three new records were established and one was
tied.
The meet m s  held under Ideal weather conditions*
The largest known attendance m s  exceeded*
fi^^Hlbblng, coached by Orv 
Bles, scored points in seven of the fourteen events for a 
total of 20$ points and the state ohsmplonshlp* Minneapolis 
Washburn finished In second place with seventeen, St* Louis 
Park in third with 16$ and Minneapolis Central finished In 
fourth with 15 1/6*
Mew records were set in the 120 yard high hurdles, 
the 180 yard low hurdles, the kkO yard dash, the mile relay, 
and the pole vault*
Louis Park won the state
track title, and thereby pained its third state ohampionship 
In athletics for the year* Other titles won were in basket-
• *v
ball and cross country*
The team scored a total of 31 points, almost double 
the points of Its nearest opponent, Minneapolis Central and 
Minneapolis Boosevelt, who tied for second with eighteen points* 
Four new meet records were establishedi l*e*, John 
DjrJak, Minneapolis Roosevelt, In the pole vaultt Tony Lynch 
International Falls, In the 100 yard low hurdlest Mike G1 Ilham,
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at* Louie Parte, in the kUO yard dash* and in the 880 yard 
relay by Minneapolis Central. Relay members were Blaine 
Chatham, Thornton Jones, Larry Butler, and Eddie Withers*
33«. Parte won its
second consecutive state high school traok title as it 
outpointed second place White Bear Lake 37 to 18* rinneapolis 
Central, with a point total of twelve, won third place honors* 
The individual performance of Thomas Stuart, 
Rreekenrldge, was one of the most outstanding of the many 
state meets. Stuart set a new record of 6*6 3/U" in the 
high Jump* This alone is a feat which will place him on 
the National Honor Boll for Track and Field, but what 
makes it even more amazing is that this was accomplished 
after winning the high hurdles in the excellent time of 
14*7 seconds* Four other new records were established! 
l*e*, Gerry Brouwer, St* Louis Park, in the low hurdlesf 
Marty Benson, Minnetonka, In the half mile run; Dan Seebart, 
White Bear Lake, in the shot put} and the half mile relay 
team of Blaine Chatham, Thornton Jones, Larry Butler, and 
Paul Williams from Minneapolis Central*
Blaine Chatham, Central sprinter, ran the 100 yard 
dash in 9*8 seconds, but because of a strong wind faotor, 
his time was not reoognized as a new state reoord*
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Central won the
196^ state track orown with a total of 26 points. White 
Bear Loire, led by record-breaking weight man Dan Seebart, 
was second with eighteen.
Five records were broken and two were tied In the 
greatest assault on the record books In many years. The 
records broken were as follows! Kile run, 4il8.9» by Bob 
Wagner of St. Louis Park* pole vault, 13*3", by George 
Mltehulis of Minneapolis Roosevelt* shot put, 58*74" and 
discus, 171*11 3A", both by Dan Seebart of White Bear 
Lake* and, mile relay, 3i24.4, by Sdlna-Momlngslde. Beeords 
tied were* 100 yard dash, 9*9 seconds, by Blaine Chatham 
of Minneapolis Central* and, 880 yard relay, It38.3, by 
Central in the preliminaries.
TRENDS IN EVENTS IN THE MINNESOTA STATE TRACK MEET
M l 10SL.MF& flaafr.— The fastest time recorded in 
the 100 yard dash was 9.9 seconds. Jim Me dearie of 
Brainerd was the first to run it that fast In 1933* The 
record has held, but has been tied twice. The first time 
was In 195^ when Norman Anderson, St. James sprinter, did 
it, and the other time was in 196*t when Blaine Chatham of 
Minneapolis central ran it in 9*9* Chatham ran the century
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In 9*8 seconds In 1963, but m s  aided with a wind and the 
time was not counted as a record*
Only one runner has won the 100 yard dash three 
times at the state meet. This honor belongs to Blaine 
Chatham, who won in 1982, 1963* and 196**. Six other sprinters 
have won two years in succession.
The slowest time ever turned in was 10.7 seconds 
by Tom Tomaoeyk of Minneapolis Edison in 1927. Table 6 
lists the winners of the 100 yard dash.
2 M , — According to Table 7. the longer 
sprint race has been more difficult for the dashmen to win.
No runner has won this race all three years he has been in 
high sohool and only four boys have been the winners two 
successive years* They are Dick Kelley from Minneapolis West 
in 1939 and 19391 Bob Daniels, running for Duluth Denfvld, 
in 19**8 and 19**9l Jack Ferraszl, veleth sprinter, in 1955 
and 1956| and finally, Butch Miller of Minneapolis Central, 
who won In 1959 and i960.
The record is held by Dick Gehring of Minneapolis 
Washburn and was set in 1942. The time is 21.9 seconds.
This record has not been tied as of 196**.
The last time the 220 yard dash was run in 23 
seconds or slower was in 1950. Since that time all winners
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TABLE 6
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE 100 YARD DASH
Year Winner School J Mark
1923 A McGaughey Mpls* East 10.4
B Holstroa Gilbert 10.6
1924 A Johnson Duluth Denfeld 10.3
B Shields Faribault 10.1
1925 A neuller Mpls. Edison 10.6B Miroslovioh Eveleth 10.5
1926 A Johnson Duluth Denfeld 10.3
B Nadeau Hlbbing 10.5
1927 A Xomaczyk Mole. Edison 10.7
B Nadeau Hlbbing 10.5
1928 A Kunn Mpls. North 10.4
B Sormnerville Sleepy Eye 10.1
1929 Laurence Knauf Moorhead 10.5
1930 Knute Belgum Elbow Lake 10.2
1931 Fritz Hanson Perham 10.1
1932 George Labeau Virginia 10.2
1933 Jim McClearie Bralnerd 9*9
1934 Harold Pearson •'pis. Edison 10.5
1935 George Stevenson Duluth Central 10.5
1936 George Stevenson Duluth Central 10.1
1937 Hayes Mpls. West 10.0
1938 Dick Kelley Mpls. West 10.3
1939 Dick Kelley Mpls. West 10.0
1940 Douglas Senn Mpls. Washburn 10.2
1941 Dick Luckemeyer St. Cloud Tech. 10.2
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TABLE 6— Continued
Year Winner School Mark
1942 Dick Gehrlng Mpls. Washburn 10.1
19*3 Ken Wallace Mpls. Central 10.4
19*4 Ken Wallace i pls. Central 10.2
1945 Glenn Pullens Mpls. South 10.3
1946 Mayes Mpls. Central 10.3
1947 Buddy Brooks Anoka 10.6
1948 Bob Daniels Duluth Denfeld 10.2
19*9 Eddie Dryer Mpls* North 10.2
1950 Pete Prentner Owatonna 10.2
1951 Nash Wheaton 10.2
1952 Clayton Burk strand Mpls. Central 10.1
1953 Bob Hagaman Rochester 10.1
195* Norman Anderson St. James 9.9
1955 Jack Perrazzl Eveleth 10.1
1956 Jack Ferrazzi Eveleth 10.1
1957 Billy Greensllt Morton 10.3
1958 Dick Arllrod university High 10.5
1959 Butch Miller Mpls. Central 10.0
I960 Butch Miller Mpls. Central 10.0
1961 John Larson James White Mpls. Marshall Ribbing 10.2
1962 Blaine Chatham Mpls. Central 10.0
1963 Blaine Chatham Mpls. Central 9.8w
1964 Blaine Chatham Mpls. central 10.0
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TABLE 7
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE 220 XARD DASH
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A McGaughey Mpls. East 23,0
B Holstrom Gilbert 23,4
1924 A Nelson Duluth Central 22,8
B Shields Faribault 23.1
1925 A Meuller : pis. Edison 23.OB Mlroslovich ftveleth 23,6
1926 A Johnson Duluth Denfeld 22.8
B Nadeau Hlbblng 22.0
1927 A Toraaozyk Mpls, Edison 23.0
B Thornton Montevideo 23.4
1928 A Dyer St, Paul Central 23.5B Sommerville Sleepy Eye 23.4
1929 Lawrence Knauf Moorhead 22.9
1930 Knute Belgun Elbow Lake 23.5
1931 Fritz Hanson Perham 23.5
1932 George Labeau Virginia 23.2
1933 Phil Mayer Mpls, Edison 22.9
1934 Kingman Seller Redwing 22.8
1935 Hepp Mpls, Central 23.0
1936 George Stevenson Duluth Central 22.6
1937 Hayes Mpls, West 22.8
1938 Dick Kelley Mpls, West 22,8
1939 Dick Kelley Mpls, West 22.7
1940 Douglas Senn Mpls, Washburn 22.5
1941 Luckemeyer St, Cloud Teoh. 22.6
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TABLE 7--Continued
Year Winner School lark
m 2 Dick Gehring Mpls. Washburn 21.9
19^3 Amundson Wayzata 22.9
19** Ken Wallace Mpls. central 22.5
1943 Glenn Pullens Mpls. South 23.3
19*6 Tveita Mpls. South 22.5
19*7 Buddy Brooks Anoka 23.I
m s Bob Daniels Duluth Denfeld 22.1*
1949 Bob Daniels Duluth Denfeld 22.1*
1950 Pete Prentner Omtonna 23 .1
1951 Stjanum Mpls. Washburn 22.9
1952 Burle Carmichael Mpls. Central 22.1*
1953 Bon Judy Mpls. central 22.6
195* Norman Anderson St. James 22.1*
1955 Jack Ferrazzl Eveleth 22.3
1956 Jack Ferrazzl Eveleth 22.6
1957 Jack Holland Fergus Falls 22.9
1958 Jim Kampala St. Louis Park 22.7
1959 Butch Killer Mpls. Central 22.1*
I960 Butch Killer Mpls. Central 22.1*
1961 John Larson Mpls. t arshall 22.6
1962 Eddie withers Mpls. Central 22.1*
1963 Kike Glllham St. Louis Park 22.5
196* Jerry Jaoobs Robbinsdale 22.3
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in this event have negotiated the distance in less than
that time.
During the 36 years since the meet m s  put into 
one class, Minneapolis schools have won this race eighteen 
times and out-state schools have been victorious on the 
other eighteen occasions.
record in this event has 
been broken a total of nine times and has been tied once.
The present record is the 49.1 seconds turned in by the 
great ouarter-miler from St. Louis Park, Mike CiIlham, in 
1962.
In the last eleven years, the record has been 
broken four times and tied one other time.
As shown in $t»&xe 6, in 1924 Eddie Kossart from 
Minneapolis Edison ran the distance in 51.8 seconds to 
set a record that stood for ten years. During the years 
that Kossart m s  running, the time of 51.8 seconds m s  al­
most fantastic. Host of the times turned in during those 
years were around 53 end 54 seconds.
Strange as it may seem, this race has been easier 
to repeat in than the 220 yard dash. In the 440 yard 
dash, five different runners have won two years in succession. 
No runner has won the race three years in a row.
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TABLE 8
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE 440 YARD DASH
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A E* Kossart Mpls. Edison 53.*
B Andres Montevideo 54.6
1?24 A £« Kossart Mpls. Edison 51.8
B Nickey St* Cloud 54.1
1925 A Chalgren Mpls* Central 53.5B Presinlck Eveleth 53.6
1926 A A. Anderson Mpls* Roosevelt 53.7
B Kelley Mankato 54*3
19*7 A Walsh Duluth Central 54.1B Nadeau Hibblng 51.8
1928 A T'cCune Mpls* central 54.1
B Laughrey Winona 53.9
1929 voumizn White Bear Lake 53.7
1930 Neubert Mankato 52.6
1931 Glodek Mpls. Edison 53.9
1932 George Howard Aitkin 54*0
1933 Bob Everts university High 52.1
1934 Bob Watson Famlngton 51.5
1935 Oolloway St* Paul Washington 52*5
1936 Lund Duluth Denfeld 52.9
1937 Lund Duluth Denfeld 51.7
1938 Bill Alexander Mpls* Marshall 50.8
1939 Bill Alexander Mpls. West 50.9
1940 Bruce Jaraes Mpls* West 50.6
1941 Johnson St* Paul Johnson 52.1
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TABLE 8— Continued
rrsss ^ g ’s s s B a s s s s ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ .r a s r s a s a s
Year Winner School Mark
1942 tf curchie Mpls. Central 51.9
19*3 Sheehan Kpls. Southwest 51.1
1944 Richard Howell Kpls. South 51.6
19*5 Schweitz St. Paul Harding 54.*
1946 Keltettin Kpls. West 52.7
19*7 Howie Anderson PTplS. South 51.6
1948 Wes Shipstead Kpls. North 51.8
19*9 Bisch Owatonna 51.7
1950 Schw&nke Rochester 53.3
1951 Brown Mpls. North 51.4
1952 Holt Wlndom 51.8
1953 Bay Mevala Embarrass 50.5
195** Bill Larson I'pis. Roosevelt 51.5
1955 Prank Drew Mpls. Southwest 51.6
1956 Frank Drew Mpls. Southwest 51.6
1957 Gary Garwlck Hopkins 50.7
1958 Boh Bluae Kpls. Southwest 51.9
1959 Dick Axilrod University High 50.5
I960 John Laraon K̂ ls. Marshall 49.5
1961 John ■‘■'arson Kpls. Marshall 49.2
1962 Mike Gi Ilham St. Louis Park 49.1
1963 Mike Gillham St. Louis Park 49.3
1=>64 Tom Christenson Mpls. Roosevelt 50.0
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2MJ222J6aEOm«"-As oan bo noted In 'Table 9, 
this is another of the events that have been included in 
the state meet ever since it was originated*
The goal most half •oilers strive to reach is the 
two-minute marie. The first time any runner at the state 
meet in Minnesota ever ran the 880 in less than two minutes 
m s  in 19*K) when Ralph Fohland from Minneapolis west ran the 
distance in 1*59.8. It was a tremendous effort and most 
track authorities believed the mark would stand for years. 
However, one year later, Ralph Ferrln of Minneapolis North 
ran it in 1*58.3, and the following year lowered the standard 
to lt57.9.
It took state athletes twelve years before they 
oould again run the distance under two minutes* This was 
in 1955* Since that time no winner has turned in a time 
slower than two minutes*
*9*2 ail® run *»s added to 
the list of events at the state track meet* The first 
winner was Martin from Coleraine, who ran the distance in 
4*36*1, as seen in Table 9.
In colleges for the past few years the magic mark 
hoe been four minutes* In high school track In Minnesota 
the mark has been 4*20* Finally, in 1959, Jerry Nelson,
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TABLE 9
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE 880 YARD BUN
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A Feidt Mpls. West 2*07.2
B Lo froth Duluth Central 2*07.8
1924 A Graber Mpls. Central 2*05.3
B i.cOonon Winona 2*06.0
1925 A Anderson Mpls. Roosevelt 2*05.9
B Hanson Luveme 2*02.5
1926 A Fairbanks Mpls. West 2*07.5
B Thro Mankato 2*07.5
1927 A Anderson Mpls. Edison 2*08.4





B Thompson Sleepy Eye 2*06.1
1929 A Cameron Lestlco Gaylord 2*04.2
1930 Peterson Frazee 2*07.2
1931 Doyle Mpls. South 2*04.5
1932 Warren Harding Montevideo 2*06.9
1933 Cliff Anderson Mpls. Roosevelt 2*00.0
193* Jefferson Mankato 2*04.7
1935 Bertramson Mound 2*04.4
1936 Killer Coleraine 2*04.1
1937 Denzin Rochester 2*05.1
1938 Art Gill Mpls* South 2*09.0
1939 Floyd Fosllen Mpls. "arshall 2*01.5
19*»0 Ralph Fohland Mpls. West 1*59.8
1941 Ralph Ferrin Mpls. North 1*58.3
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TABLE 9—  Continued
Year winner School Mark
19*2 Ralph Perrin Mpls. North 1*57.9
19*3 Enquist Mpls. Henry 2i02*2
19** Webster Mpls. Edison 2t0*.6
19*5 Swenson Grove City 2t05.2
19*6 Albertson Twin Valley 2102.0
19*7 Ron Barnes Mpls. North 2*01.5
19*8 Wally Ostrura Mpls. Washburn 2*02.2
19*9 Steurwald Coleraine 2*01.8
1950 Brovin Robblnsdale 2*00.8
1951 Kurth Stillwater 2*00*2
1952 King Northfleld 2*00.3
1953 Berg Mpls* Washburn 2*0 1.1
195* Don Brown St* Louis Park 2*01*0
1955 Bob Mittlestadt Blue Earth 1*58.9
1956 Ted Nelson Faribault 1*59.2
1957 Chuck Benjamin Hutchinson 1*58.7
1953 Art Patterson St* Louis Park 1 *58.0
1959 Dick Uphoff Mpls* Roosevelt 1*59.6
I960 Dennis Sultany Robblnsdale 1 *58.2
1961 Carl Jones Mpls* Central 1 *58.6
1962 Jeff Swanson Alexander-Ramsey 1*58.5
1963 Marty Benson Minnetonka 1*55.7
196* Bob Neuaer St* Louis Park 1*57.2
running for Faribault High School, ran the mile in 4tl9.9, 
and became the first schoolboy in Minnesota history to run 
under the magic mark. His record stood for five years until 
the great Bob Wagner, from St. Louis Park, ran the distance 
in *M18.9, which is the present record.
It may be interesting to note that St. Louis Park 
athletes have won the mile run at the last four state trade 
meets. Roy Grlak, present University of Minnesota track 
coach, was coaching at Park during the first three years 
of this domination and must be given most of the credit 
for such an outstanding feat.
Zfafi due to improved
methods or better athletes or a combination of both, or 
perhaps some other factor, the times in the high hurdles 
have been gradually getting better over the years. As 
shown in Table 11, the first times turned in were sixteen 
and seventeen seconds. Beginning in 1931 the race was 
generally run in the fifteen second range. Then in 19^2 
the first fourteen second time was recorded, and for many 
years the race was run in near that time. Since 1955 the 
high hurdles have been run in fifteen seconds only two times. 
All other times have been less than fifteen seconds.
Ray Tharp, Minneapolis Washburn hurdler, won in
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TABLE XO
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE MILE BUN
Year Winner School Mark
19*2 HartIn Coleraine *136.1
19*3 Splinter St* Paul Meeh. Arts *1*0.2
19** Wallace Rowedder Worthington *»36**
19*5 Jackson Albert Lea *138.3
19*6 V e m  Marthaler Brooten *i36**
19*7 V e m  Marthaler Brooten I»i32.5
19*3 George Campbell Big Pork *133.7
19*9 George Campbell Big Fork *130.2
1950 Hanson St* James * 136.2
1951 Phillips Mpls* Southwest *i3*.0
1952 Wirto Embarrass *i33.0
1953 Rudy Arechipo Moorhead *02.9
195* Rudy Arechigo Moorhead *i28*6
1955 Alvin Oaohs Garden City * 132.6
1956 Jerome Larson Mpls* Central *132.2
1957 Wayne Wullwold Mpls* Southwest *128.7
1958 Jerry Nelson Faribault *120.2
1959 Jerry Nelson JFbrlbault *il9.9
I960 Bob Neuman Mpls. Southwest *130.5
1961 Bruce Hortenson St* Louis Park *t26*l
1962 Bruce Mortenson St* Louis Park *•22*2
1963 John V&lentine St* Louis Park *120.7




WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE HIGH HURDLES
Year Winner Sohool mrk
1923 A Thelmer Mpls. West 16.8
13 Gerllcker Winona 17-6
1924 A Jacobs ripls • West 16.6
B HoConon Winona 17.8
1925 A Reid Mpls• Central 16.8
B Ottemoss Vlllmar 16.5
1926 A Rubrecht Mpls. Central 17.3
B Keytes St. Cloud 16.7
1927 A Walter Mpls. West 17.5B Win Brodkmeyer Mankato 16.9
1923 A Walters Mpls. v/est 16.3B DeFrees Faribault 17.5
1929 Gradon Kllborn Mpls. West 16.4
1930 Bob Hall Virginia 16.4
1931 Helnle Knoblauch Mpls. West 15.7
1932 Ken Dollarhlde Montevideo 16.1
1933 Lewis Smith Mpls. Washburn 15.8
1934 Roy Patterson Duluth Denfeld 15.9
1935 Bonn Mpls. Washburn 16.3
1936 Bonn * Mpls. Washburn 15.5
1937 Hlrsoh Mpls. Washburn 15.1
1938 Helge Mpls. Roosevelt 15.5
1939 Donald Thumeau Faribault Deaf Sohool 15 .3
1940 Hay Tharp Mpls. Washburn 15.8
194-1 Ray Thorp Mpls. Washburn 15*7
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TABLE 11—  Continued
Year Winner School Maxk
19*2 Bay Tharp Mpls. Washburn 1**9
19*3 Pete Aumess Mpls. southwest 15.5
19** Pete Aumess Mpls* Southwest 15.*
W 5 HIeleon Mpls* Roosevelt 15.8
19*6 Nielson Mpls* Roosevelt 15.1
19*7 Hal Henkel White Bear Lake 15.2
19*8 Flip Andrews Willmar 15.2
19*19 Ederer Mpls* Southwest 15.2
1950 McLaughlin Anoka 15.1
1951 Simonson Mankato 15.6
1952 Loewen Mountain Lake 15.1
1953 Dare Johnson Mpls. Central 15.3
195* Ernest Ohland Gibbon 15.*
1955 Doug Hein Bobbinsdale 1*.9
1956 Dave Meyers Mpls* Southwest 15.3
1957 Dave Odegard Mpls* Washburn 1**6
1958 George Strunk Wlndom 1**8
1959 Dick Helstrora Bibbing 15.3
I960 Anthony Lynch International Falls 1*.9
1961 Anthony Lynch International Falls 1**7
1962 John Kopari Anthony Lynch Duluth East International Falls 1**6
1963 Thomas Stuart Breokenridge 1**7
196* Thomas Stuart Breokenridge 1**7
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19**0, 19^1* and 19**2 to t»e the only runner ever to win this 
event three successive years.
The present record is held by three athletes.
V
Dave Qdegard, runninr for Minneapolis Washburn, first es­
tablished the reoord of 1^.6 seconds in 1957* In 1962 
John Kopari from Duluth East, and Anthony Lynch from In­
ternational Falls, tied for first plaoe in the reoord- 
equalling time of 1^.6. This dead-heat was also the only 
time in the history of this event In the state meet that a 
tie was recorded.
II** Si*Us&« — By Just glancing at the times 
listed for the low hurdles race found in Table 11, the 
reader might get the impression that the times have been 
getting much better. There Is no question that the times 
have been better in recent years than ever before, but 
much of the Improvement has cone about as a result of changes 
in the event.
Prom 1923 to 1936 the race rrr? run over 220 yards. 
The best time turned in for this distance came in 193^» 
when Edgar Grabenstein, Farmington hurdler, ran the dis­
tance in 25.8 seconds.
In 1937 the distance was shortened to 200 yards, 
and the winning times took a corresponding dip. For the
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TABLE 12
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND NARKS IN THE LOW HURDLES
Year Winner School Nark
1923 A Townsend Kpls. Central 28.2B H. Brockmeyer Mankato 27.6
192b A IaMotte fpis. Central 26.bB Donahue Owatonna 27.1
1925 A Drieshack Duluth Central 27.0B Devery Faribault 2 7.7
X926 A Edridge Kpls. Roosevelt 27. >»
B Farmer Montevideo 26.8
1927 A Hedges Kpls. West 27.5
B Win Brockmeyer Mankato 26.3
X928 A waiters Kpls. West 26.7
B Stuhr Winona 28.5
X929 Jensen Albert Lea 26.8
X930 Bob HaXX Virginia 26.1
X93X AdoXph Beldlng Herman 26.5
X932 Clarence Thompson Montevideo 2 6.6
1933 Ken Dollarhlde Montevideo 26.1
193* Edgar orabenstein Farmington 25.8
X935 Embury Rochester 27.1
1936 Rogers Duluth Central 26.0
X937 Erickson ftpls. Central 23.5
1938 Ressmeyer Pipestone 23.6
X939 Donald Thumeau Faribault Deaf School 23.6
19>b0 Ray Tharp Kpls. Washburn 23.9
19bl Bay Tharp Mpls. Washburn 23.5
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TABLE 12— Continued
Year Winner School Mark
1942 Ray Tharp Mpls. Washburn 22.2
1943 Benson Mpls. North 23.8
1944 Bill Relfsteok Blue Earth 24.2
1945 Ewing Mpls. Washburn 23.5
1946 Brass White Bear Lake 23.8
1947 Hal Henkel White Bear Lake 23.2
1948 Maurice Mackey Mpls. Central 23*0
1949 Petroff Mpls. Washburn 23.7
1950 Tokar Mpls. Washburn 23.4
1951 BOll Breckenrldge 20.8
1952 Johnson Mpls. Central 20.7
1953 Dave Johnson Mpls. Central 20.2
1954 Ernest Ohland Gibbon 20.5
1955 Dave Myers Mpls. Southwest 20.0
1956 Chuck Mulliner Northfield 20.0
1957 Dave Odegard Mpls. Washburn 20.3
1958 George Strunk Wlndom 20.0
1959 Roy Hendrickson St. Paul Alexander*Ramsey 20.0
I960 James Anderson Hibbing 20,3
1961 Anthony Lynch International Falls 20.0
1962 Anthony Lynch International Falls 19.7
1963 Gerry Brouwer St. Louis Park 19.6
1964 Bill MoNee St. Paul Alexander*
Ramsey 20.1
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next fourteen years the distance was left at 200 yards*
The best time during this span of years was 22.2 seconds, 
turned in by Ray Tharp in 1942, Tharp won the low hurdles
in 19*1-0» 19*1-1. And 1942, He also won the highs during these
'years to become and remain the greatest hurdler in Minnesota 
schoolboy history.
The low hurdles underwent another change in 1951 
when the dlstanoe was further shortened to 180 yards.
The first time reoorded for this distance was 20.8 seconds.
In 1953 Dave Johnson from Minneapolis Central ran the 180 
yards in 20 seconds flat in she turning preliminaries. The 
reoord held, even though it was tied five different times, 
until Anthony Lynch, International Fall's great hurdler, 
broke it in 1962 with a time of 19,7 seconds. A year later 
Gerry Brouwer of St. Louis Park ran the distance in 19.6 
seconds, setting the present state record.
The High Jump.-*To get a oomplete account of the 
winners, schools, and masks reoorded in the high Jump the 
reader Is referred to Table 13. It can be noted that not 
much Improvement was made in this event over the many years 
it has been part of the Minnesota State Track Rest.
As early as 1926, state athletes began Jumping 
over the six foot mask. In 1940 the record went to 6 feet
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table: 13
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE HIGH JUMP
Year Winner Sohool Mark
1923 A Fleming Mpls. Central
Meagher Mpls. West 5* 7"
B Neuens St* Cloud 5*9"
1924 A Kelly Duluth Denfeld 5*8"
B Olson Gilbert 5*7"
1925 A Mattson Mpls. West 5*8 5/8*
B George Otterness Willmar 5*10 3A6-
1926 A Meyers Mpls. West 5*9 7/8"
B M. Segal Eweleth 6*0"
1927 A Lindstrom Mpls. Edison 5*8-
B M. Segal Eveleth 5*6"
1928 A Cole Duluth Central 5* 7"
B Harris Pipestone 5*7"
1929 Austin Beep Mpls. Washburn 5*11 3/4**
1930 Farmer Stillwater 5*9*
1931 Farmer Stillwater 5* 11"
1932 Lyle Corey Herman
Bemie Kooser Mankato 5*10 5/8"
1933 Gustafson North Branoh 5*11"
w * Bill McKenzie Gaylord
Seeley Eastman Lake City 5*11"
1935 Fred Woleben Duluth CentralManunu Thompson 5*11 3/4"
1936 Milberg Duluth Central ^•8"
1937 Hamm Wahkon 5»8«
1938 - Alan Hopeman Moorhead 5*11 3/8"
1939 010k Lee Northfleld 6* 7/8"
1940 Don Nlokolson St. Paul Marshall 6*2"
1941 Dlok Lee Northfleld 6* 7/8"
1942 Morrow Mpls. North 5*10 7/8"
1943 Johnson Mpls. North 5*10"
77TABLE 13— Continued
Xear Winner school Mark
1944 Wade Mpls. South 5*11 3/4"
19<*5 Wade Mpls. South 5*11&"
1946 Ml ska Mpls. Southwest 5*11 3/<t"
1947 Don woelfle Worthington 6* 1/0"




1949 Levens Mpls. Henry 6* 1/8"










1954 "lman Johnson Bemldjl 5*11"
1955 Tom Dry Rochester 5*11 3/4"




1957 James Patten Bemldjl 6*2 $/8"
1958 Gary Babel Wheaton 6* I"
1959 Bill Taylor Crookston 5*11"
I960 Byron Glgler 
Dave Wykes
Moorhead
St. Paul Central 6*0"
1961 John Koparl Duluth East 6* i"
1962 Warren Soamp Mpls. Roosevelt 6*2£"
1963 Thomas Stuart Breckenrldge 6*6 3/4"
1964 Thomas Stuart Breokenrldge 6*6"
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2 Inches and stayed there until 1957 when James Patten, 
Jumping for Bemidji High School’s Lumberjacks, broke it. 
This record held until the great Tom Stuart of Brecken- 
ridge Jumped 6*6 3/k* to establish an all-time Minnesota 
high Jump record.
ate-araafl A m * — There has been less improvement 
in this event than any other event in the state meet.
Proof of this oon be found by reading Table l*u Prom the 
Table the reader will note that In 192^ the winning dis­
tance was 21*9$", and in 196^ the winning distance was 
22*3&*. This represents an improvement of only six inches.
The existing record was made in 19*& when Carl 
Jacobs, Minneapolis North athlete. Jumped 23*V*. The 
second best leap in state track meet history came the 
following year, when Hay Tharp, Minneapolis Washburn, 
leaped 23*2f".
Pew mechanical improvements have been Invented 
to help the broad Jumper. The sprinters have been helped 
by the starting blocks, the pole vaulters by the new 
fiber-glass poles, and the weight men by the new tech­
niques developed by collegiate stars. However, the broad 
Jump has been aided by very little. This, then, may be 
the reason for the lack of improvement in this event.
Mr$«~»What tremendous advances athletes
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WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE BROAD JUMP
TABLE Ilf
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A Johnson St, Paul Central 19 •6"B McCoy Duluth Central 21*2&"
192 * A Johnson St. Paul Central 21*9^B Milles Annandalo 20*1-
1 9 2 5 A St, Aubln Mpls. South 21*11"B George Ottemess Wlllaar 20*64"
1926 A Lehner St. Paul Central 19*11 3/*"B Segal Eveleth 20*6"
1 9 2 7 A Hlovicek Mpls. Central 20*1 3/*"B Win Brockmeyer Mankato 21*3&"
1928 A Appel Duluth Central 21*1"B E. Collett! Aurora 21*6"
1929 Lawrence Knauf Moorhead 20*10"
1930 Neaonlok Aurora 20*1"
1931 Adolph Beldlng Herman 20*11"
1932 Onerato Belluzzo Chisholm 21*9§"
1933 Hubbard Winona 21*8|"
193* Bill McKenzie Gaylord 22*2"
1935 Kelly Mpls. South 21*Ilf"
1936 ârsons Mpls. Roosevelt 22* fc"
1937 Gllles Mpls. West 21*7"
1939 Hots Wadena 2 1*11 3 A "
1939 Buokmeyer Grand Rapids 21*64"
19*0 tori Jacobs Mpls. North 22*2§"
19*1 tori Jacobs Mpls. North 23**"
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TABLE 14-- Continued
Year Winner School Mark
19^2 Ray Tharp Mpls• Washburn 23*2#«
1943 Henderson Farmington 21*9#"
1944 Bowman Mpls. Central 21*7*"
1945 Glenn Pullens Mpls. South 20*10"
1946 Russell Northfleld 20*11#"
1947 Ropp St* Paul Central 22*1"
1948 Robert Thompson Breckenrldge 21*10"
1949 Ron Walbaum Detroit Lakes 21*10"
1950 Dennis Mpls* Edison 21*8#"
1951 Bates Mound 22*1 3/4"
1952 Bates Mound 22*6 1/8"
1953 Cotton Marshall 22*1#*
1954 Schultz Pelican Rapids 22* #"
1955 Jerry Omess Mankato 21*1"
1956 Gene Lewis Mpls* North 22*9 7/8*
1957 Carl Pederson West St* Paul 22*9#"
1958 Bill Bor Mpls* Southwest 22*1"
1959 Mike Frasier Mpls* Vocational 22*5 3/4"
I960 Lonnie Ellis Mpls. Central 22*6 3/4"
1961 Byron Glgler Moorhead 22*10#"
1962 Paul Klungnoas Thief River Falls 22* #"
1963 Ted Carlson Edina-Momlngslde 22*1*"
1964 Paul Williams Mpls* Central 22*3#"
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have made in this event! As pointed out in Table 15# 
the winning height in 1923 was 10*9** • In 1964 the winning 
height was 13*3"• And there is more besides. In 1964# four 
athletes cleared thirteen feet. It is hard to Imagine that 
an athlete can clear that height and place only fourth.
During the last six state meets# the pole vault 
record has been broken five times. During the last twelve 
years# the record has been broken eight times. During 
the thirty years before 1953 the record was broken only 
twice and tied on another ocoasion.
As was mentioned earlier# the great improvements 
In the pole vault came about as a result of the use of 
fiber-glass vaulting poles. Much has been written about 
the use of this type pole. Some national traok officials 
believe It should not be allowed# In that It represents 
too great an aid to the vaulters. However# the glass 
pole has been used for a number of years now and th-sre Is 
still no legislation against It# so It will probably con­
tinue In use.
The Shot Put.— The magic mark in the shot put 
used to be fifty feet. This was the goal all shot putters 
aimed for. Sam Wall# fountain Lake# was the first to reach 
that mark in state competition. (Table 16 )• He threw the
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TABLE 15
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE POLE VAULT
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A Havetad Mpls. North 10*9"
B Kelly Duluth Central
Exoog Faribault 10* 3"
1924 A Crowley Mpls* West 11*6"
B George Ottemess Willoar u*o«
1925 A Hess Mpls. Central
Labatt Mpls. west 10*9"
B George Ottemess Wlllmar 11*0"
1926 A Dunn Mpls. Edison
Graham Mpls. West 11*0"
B Farrell Grand Rapids
Win Brockmeyer Mankato 11* 1-
1927 A Ted Appel Duluth Central
Truman Hauser Mpls. North
Gray Mpls. south 10*6"
B Win Brockmeyer Mankato 10*9*
1928 A Seklund Mpls. North 11*1 7/8"
B *%rdlng White Bear Lake 11*1 7/8"
1929 Ted Appel Duluth Central 11*7&"
1930 Dick Bryers Virginia 12*1"
1931 Torgeson Mpls. Edison 11*0"
1932 Frank Okeron Chisholm
Don Addington Wahkln 11*10"
1933 Bill McKenzie Gaylord 11*5"
1934 Everett Lawrence Mpls* North 12*0"




1936 Hanson Mpls. South 11*0"
1937 Brown Ortonville 11*6"
1938 Myer f' Coleraine 11*6"
1939 Owen Slllngson Northfleld 11*8"
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TABLE 15— Continued
Year Winner School Mask
1940 Ossie Wyatt Mpls. West 11*6"
1941 Foroeth Detroit Lakes 11*10*
1942 Andreiko Duluth Morgan 
Park 12* *•
1943 Pose St. Paul Mechanic 
Arts 12*0*
1944 Robinson St. Paul Marshall 11*6*





1947 Don Watson Worthington 11*8*
1948 Ed Westerhous Duluth Morgan 
Park 12*0*
1949 Bon Walbaum Detroit Lakes 11*10*
1950 Jasper Duluth Morgan 
Park 12*0“
1951 Swanson nibbing 11*11"
1952 Rogers St. Paul Marshall 12*0"
1953 Chuck Jasper Duluth Morgan 
Park 12* 2£"
1954 Stan Morrow Garden City 11*8*
1955 Stan Morrow Garden City 12*4 7/8"
1956 Stan Morrow Montgomery 12«8£»
1957 Ed Hughes Columbia Heights 11*9"
1958 Dick Morrow Montgomery 12*6"
1959 Chuck Morrow Montgomery 12*91*




1961 Bob Olson St. Paul Wilson 13* 3/4"
1962 John Dyjak Mpls. Roosevelt 13 *2"
1963 Steve Puffer White Bear Lake 12*4"
1964 George Mltshulls Mpls. Roosevelt 13*3"
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ehot 50*2 5/8" In 1939 for a now state record* Wow the 
rool Is sixty feet.
Dan Seebart, from White Bear Lake* has come the 
closest to that goal* In 1964 he threw the shot 58*7f" 
for a new state record*
Prior to 1949 the winning distance exceeded fifty 
feet only four times* Since 1949 the winning distance has 
not been under fifty feet* This gives the reader some idea 
as to the progress made in this event*
The shot put has been a difficult to win more
than once* Only Dan Seebart in 1964 and 1963* and Stan 
Kostka in 1930 and 1931» have been able to win In two 
successive seasons* No athlete has won three times in a 
row. Seebart is destined to be one of the greatest putters 
Harvard College has ever had* where he plans to enroll in 
the fall of 1964* Kostka is presently owner of the Emory- 
Johnson Sporting Goods Store in Fargo, ftorth Dakota*
The Discus*~«»The winning throw in 1923 was 105*9&"* 
In 1964 it was 171*11 3/4". This is a difference of 66*2£". 
The biggest jump in distance oame not as a result of better 
athletes, but instead* as a result of a change in the weight 
of the discus* In 1938 the winning distance was 126*4", as 
shown in Table 17. In 1939* the same athlete* Bay Milberg*
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TABLE 16
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND MARKS IN THE SHOT PUT
Year winner School Mark
1923 A Garwick Mpls. South 42*0"
B Nunaraaker Rochester 40*8 3/4"
192** A Johnson Duluth Denfeld 42*2 3/4"
B Kleffman Hlbblng 42*7*"
1925 A Weber St. Paul Mechanic
Arts 42*l£"
B Hoffman Hlbbing 42*7"
1926 A B. Poole Mpls. Edison 41*1 3/**"
B Parrel Grand Rapids 44*10"
1927 A Bunn Mpls. North 48*5 3/4"
B Berkland Delovan 41*11"
1928 A Bunn Mpls. North 45*4 5/8-
B Sauner Montevideo 44* U "
1929 John Mordberg Duluth Central 46*8"
1930 •' t Stan Kostka South St. Paul 95*5"
1931 Stan Kostka South St. Paul 49*61"
1932 Bill Prelamth Duluth Central 48*7 3/4"
1933 Dominic Krezowski Mpls. Edison 47*2$"
193** Johnson Anoka 44*9lr«
1935 Beige Puketaa Duluth Central 47*10"
193s Sllkey Ouatonna 49*2"
1937 Plenovloh Buhl 47*0"
1938 J. Johnson Duluth Denfeld 47*9|"
1939 Sam Wall Mountain Lake 5o»2 s/e«
19**0 Alf Nelson Mpls. South 49*0"
19**1 Fortune Gordlen Mpls. Roosevelt 54*
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TABLE 16— Continued
Xear Winner School ====5========Mark
1942 Edwards Detroit Lakes 47*8 3/8"
1943 Stevekin St* Paul Murray 47*
1944 Howard Carlson Mpls* West 48•10*
1945 Byrl Thompson Mpls* Southwest 53'2-
1946 Alquist St* Paul Murray 48*11 7/8"
1947 Don Carlson Mpls* West 50*7 3/4"
1943 Holmes Gilbert 48*6 3/4"
1949 Celle Oeakis 52*8 3/4"
1950 Fox Duluth Denfeld 52*8 3/4"
1951 Hold Cambridge 51*8 3/4"
1952 Wagner Hopkins 51*41"
1953 Tom Brown Mpls* Central 54*10 3/4"
1954 Bob Henry University High 56*2 3/4"
1955 Hon McCombs Mpls* southwest 55' J»*
1956 Brian Hiohols North st* Paul 56*li*
1957 Tom Swanson Northfield 56*7#"
1959 Robert Peterson %rshall 57*4£*
1959 Clarence Burton Mpls* Central 54*4|"
I960 Kent Pike Mpls* Washburn 54*8i*
1961 Phil Henslow Mpls* Southwest 56*1#*
1962 Mike Chadwick Mpls* Roosevelt 56*0*
1963 Dan Seebart White Bear Lake 58*7"
1964 Dan Seebart White Bear Lake 58*71"
8?
using the lighter discus, threw it 139*li**
Two outstanding athletes set records in the state 
meet. These two were Fortune Gordien and Byrl Thompson*
Both of these two great athletes went on to gain national 
fane in their specialty. Another winner, Tom Brown, who 
won in 195^t wont on to gain national fame also* However, 
hie fame came in football where he gained All-American 
honors while playing for the University of Minnesota*
The Javelin.— As shown in Table 18, the Javelin 
toss was discontinued after the 193? season* Officials 
in Minnesota track felt the event was too dangerous to 
continue it as one of the events, not only at the state meet, 
but also during the season* This event has been retained on 
the national collegiate level and in some states, but other 
states followed the example of Minnesota and also discontinued 
It*
In 1926 Alberts of Winona threw the spear 177*10|* 
for a new state reoord* The record was never broken and, of 
course, will not be broken unless the event is added to 
the state meet once again*
or five successive years
Minneapolis Central teams dominated this event at the state 
track meet. (See Table 19). From 1959 through 1963 Central
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WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND HARKS IN THE DISCUS
TABLE 17
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A Garwick Mpls. South 105*9$"* B Dunoulovic Aurora 118*4"
1924 A Johnson Mpls. Central 111*4"B Palkrabek Glenooe 114*2"
1925 A Johnson Mpls. Central 123*1$"
3 Ilamn Maple Lake 108*1$"
1926 A tiarsner Duluth Central 117*10$"
3 DeRosla Mankato 118*7$"
1927 A A* Johnson Duluth Morgan Park 109*8$"B Trollen Pine City 110*10 7/8"
1928 A Dillner Duluth Denfeld 117*8$"B Meehl Marshall 113*9t"
1929 Holmeen White Bear Lake 111*2 5/8"
1930 KU88 Pine City 119*11$"
1931 Marshall Bralnerd 112*11$"
1932 Bill Frelaauth Duluth Central 128*10"
1933 Rudy Orazera Aurora 119*3"
1934 Hilkene
uUniversity High 119* $"
1935 Helge Pukema Duluth Central 121*5"
1936 Rlsse Coleraine 130*2"
1937 Pitch St, Louis Park 126*7$"
1938 Ray Milberg Duluth Central 126*4"
1939 Ray Milberg Duluth Central 139*1$"
1940 Fortune Gordien Mpls. Roosevelt 145*5*
1941 Fortune Gordien n Mpls. Roosevelt 150*1 $"
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TABLE 17— Continued
Year Winner Sohool Mark
1942 Prestide© Deer River 1*3*8"
19*0 Scklund Coleraine 125*7*
19** Byrl Thompson Mpls. Southwest 150*0"
19*5 Byrl Thompson Mpls* Southwest 153*10$"
19*6 George Holm Mpls* Southwest 159*7 3/**
19*7 Don Riley Mpls. North 1*8*7 3/*"
19*8 HerboId . 1 Anoka 150*9$"
19*9 Herbold Anoka 1*7*5$"
1950 Gerry Helgeson St* Cloud Teeh* 151*9$"
1951 Gerry Helgeson St* Cloud Teoh* 160•lit*
1952 Kubes Northfield 1*1*10"
1953 Yonkey Wells 160*0"
195* Tom Brown Mpls* Central 158**"
1955 Bob Blakeley St* Paul Central 160*8$"
1956 Ron MoCombs Mpls* Southwest 156*3 3/6"
1957 Charles Wallin Gaylord 1*7*11$"
1958 Robert Peterson Marshall 169*11 5/8"
1959 Paul Benson Granite Falls 159*6"
I960 Lyle Gerdes Worthington 157*0"
1961 Phil Henslow Mpls. Southwest 155*8$"
1962 Gale Gillingham Little Falls 152**$•
1963 Dan Seebart White Bear Lake 161*3 3/*"
196* Dan Seebart White Bear Lake 171*11 3/*"
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TABLE 18
WINNERS, SCHOOLS, AND NARKS IN THE JAVELIN
Year Winner School Mark
1923 A Thomas Mpls. Central 1^3*9"
B Dunculovlc Aurora 163* $«
192^ A Frykman Mpls* Central i5***io$"
B Elepenter Buffalo 157*6"
1925 A Derbyshire Duluth Denfeld
B Elepenter Buffalo l6o«6$"
1926 A Gunner Npls* West 158*Ji*
B Alberts Winona 177* loir"
1927 A Burge Mpls* Central 156* k*B Schwen Blue Earth 152*0"
1928 A Nunn Mpls* North 165*7 3A"
B Mallaro Buhl 15» *51"
1929 Edwin Alberts Winona 173*1 5/8"
1930 Kroning St* Charles 152*1$"
1931 Cuff Redwood Falls 156*8|«
1932 John Heckomovioh Coleraine 176*8$"




1935 Skinner Staples 154*
1936 Parson Mpls* Roosevelt 172*5 7/8"
1937 Brull Marshall 168*6"
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teams cane out on top* No other school has won as many 
championships as Central, which has won a total of fourteen 
times* Central presently holds the record at li30*l.
The winning time in 1923 was It37*2* Kinneapolls 
Central was the winner* This means that more than seven 
seconds have been out off this record* Any year now, some 
sohool is going to come along and run the race under 1 >30, 
which is zm present goal for this relay*
The Mile Relay.— As shown in Table 20, a new 
event was added to the 1958 state trade meet* That event 
was the mile relay* In the seven years that race has been 
included in the state meet, four seconds have been cut off 
the record*
The record belongs to ;'dina-I*omingside# whose 
relay team ran the event in 3i24.b in 19<>fc* This time re­
presents an avtsiwge time of 51.1 seconds for each of the 
four boys running on the team*
This event is the most spectacular of the many 
events included In the state meet* It is the last event of 
the day and holds much Interest for the spectators* Some 
events are over so quickly that those watolling hardly see 
anything* Others take so long that interest is lost* But 
the mile relay seems to be lust the right kind of race. It 
is a very popular event*





1923 A Kpls• Central 1*37.2
B Gilbert 1*37.0
1924 A Mpls. Central 1*37.2
B St* Cloud 1*37.0
1925 A Mpls* Central Ii35.0B Eveleth 1*35.6
1926 A Duluth Denfeld 1*37.1
B Eveleth 1*37.9
192? A Mpls* Central 1*36.0
B Htbblng 1*36.9
1928 A Mpls* Central 1*36.9
B White Bear Lake 1*37.8
1929 Mpls* Central Notavailable
1930 Aurora 1*36.8
1931 Mpls* Washburn 1135 .0
1932 Crosby*Ironton 1*36.4






1936 Mpls. Washburn 1*34.9
193? Mpls* West 1*32.3
1938 Bralnerd 1*33.5
1939 Mpls* West 1 *32*0
19^0 Mpls* Edison 1*33.1
1941 Mpls* Washburn 1 *32.0
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TABLE 19—  Continued
Year Sohool Mark
1942 Mpls. Washburn 1*33*2
1943 tfpli* Southwest 1*34,4
1944 Mpls* Central 1*33.9
1945 Mpls. South Not
available
1946 Mpls• Washburn 1 *36,2
1947 Kpls, Washburn 1*34.0
1948 Duluth Denfeld 1*32.3
1949 Duluth Denfeld 1*33.7
1950 Mpls. Washburn 1*33.9
1951 Mpls. Central 1*31.9
1952 Mpls* Central 1*31.5
1953 Mpls, Central 1 *32.2
195^ Mpls, Central li3ft.J
1955 Mpls, southwest 1 *32.0
1956 Hopkins 1*31.5
1957 Mpls, Washburn 1*31.3
1958 Windora 1 *32,2
1959 Mpls. Central 1 *31.2
i960 Mpls, Central 1 *31.2
1961 Mpls, Central 1 *32,0
1962 Mpls, Central 1*30.5
1963 Mpls. Central 1*30.1
1964 Cloquet 1*30.3
TABLE 20
WINNING SCHOOLS AND MARKS IN THE MILE RELAY
Year Sohool Mark
1958 St* Louis Park 3*28*1
1959 Mpls* Washburn 3*28*7
I960 Mplo* Washburn 3*27*7
1961 Sdina-Morningslde 3*25*6
1962 St* Louis Park 3*25.8
1963 St* Louis Park 3*27.0
196^ Edina- Momingside 3*2i**J>
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The rise of Trade and Field athletlos In Minnesota 
has been a long and gradual process* Hot counting the 
games of the Indians who lived In the state before the 
arrival of the White Man, there was no suoh thing as Track 
and Field until the White Man came* To be sure, It was 
Informal at first, consisting of an occasional footrace be* 
tween two or more boys*
But the sport grew over the years, first becoming 
organized somewhat with the advent of play days. When high 
schools were built, it eventually became a part of the 
currloulum* There are no records available to verify
t
which schools first added the sport to their curricula, 
but Minneapolis and St* Paul have been the leaders in just
about everything else in the state, so it can perhaps be
* •
assumed that here is where it started*
Eventually, in 1923, the Minnesota State High School 
League waetormed for the purpose of controlling intersoholastic
w - . a ; '  »
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competition within the state. Track and Field was one of 
the sports the League sponsored when It was formed. Sine© 
1923 the League has added many other activities to the list 
it sponsors.
In 1923, the year the League first sponsored the 
state track meet, the sohoola were divided into two olasses. 
Those schools in the Twin Cities oompeted in Class A, and 
the schools in the rest of the state competed in Class 0.
This division was maintained until 19^9» when the state meet 
was run in one class. Since 1929 all schools, regardless of 
enrollment, have been in one class.
Soon after the formation of the National Federation 
of the state High School Athletic Associations, Kinnesota be­
come a member of that organization. It has remained a member 
until the present day, and has been a strong supporter of its 
policies.
All public high schools in the state are members 
of the League. The total approaches five hundred. The 
state is divided into eight regions and thirty-two districts.
The League has set forth rules governing the conduct 
of all sports it sponsors. These rules must be followed. 
Rules established by the League, concerning Track and Field, 
cover entries, substitutions, participation, events, the
s
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order of events, scoring and awards*
Minneapolis schools have dominated the state 
Track and Field meet since its inception* This is natural 
considering the population in that city. However, in recent 
years, this domination has not been as complete as was the case 
earlier* Suburban areas around the Twin Cities have been 
growing in size and with this growth has oome a corresponding 
rise in the number of championships won by out-state schools.
Since the first League-sponsored State Trade Meet 
in 1923, some change in the events has occurred* The mile 
run and mile relay have been added* The javelin throw has 
been dropped* The low hurdle race has been shortened two 
times* There have also been other minor changes.
Present-day schoolboy athletes are better than 
th089 of earlier years. The marks recorded in recent 
state meets point out this fact* Of the fourteen events 
in which records are kept, nine events have records that 
have been made in the last two years* One other *ecord was 
tied in 1964* There have been great advanoes in most of the 
events* These advances have come in better equipment in 
other events* The shot put, with the modem 0*Brien style 
mostly responsible, has witnessed great improvements in the 
records made* The pole vault has been assisted to a high
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degree by the Introduction of the fiberglass vaulting 
poles* Other events have been aided In similar ways.
However, it cannot be argued that present-day 
athletes are not better* They are stronger, bigger, more 
intelligent, hove better coaching, are better fed, and, of 
course, are faster* Medical science hoe proven these facts* 
The records are further proof* How much more improvement 
will be made is a matter for the future to settle*
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APPENDIX I
TEE 1923 STATE MEET*— CLASS A
1M  JZfigdUDMh* . ,10.4
1. McGaughey, Mpls. East
2. Libby Mpls. Central
3. Altfilllsch, Mpls. West
US l JMBLBMttUju&kg
X* McGaughey, Mpls. East
2. Libby, Mpls. Central
3. Altfilllsch, Mpls. West
M.Q., $*.51%!*,
1. S. Koesart, Mpls. Edison
2. Dowd, Mpls. West
3. Acker, St. Paul Meoh.
g22J$gfl„
1. Peidt, Mpls. West
2. Graeber, Mpls. Central
3. Lyons, Mpls. East
1. Theiraer, Mpls. West
2. Shamplne, Mpls. West
3. norton, Mpls. Central 1
1. Townsend, Mpls. Central
2. Theimer, Mpls. West
3. Shoapine, Mpls* West
1. Johnson, St. P. Central
2. Willions, Mpls. South 
3* Libby, Mpls. Central
1. Havstad, Mpls. North
2. Thompson, Mpls. Edison 
Warrington, Mpls. West
m i u t & t M i&!ie.
1. Garwldt, Mpls. South
2. Fleming, Mpls. Central
3. Sommers, St. P. Central
jaaBagAr.Aa-.QJ5.igi.!:
1. Garwick, Mpls. South
2. Holmes, Mpls. central
3. Presoott, Mpls. West
1. Thomas, Mpls. Central
2. Frytaaan, Mpls. Central




3. St. Paul Central
i&£kJ&lgAM,ff,7" Team Championship
1 * Fleming, Kpls. Central 1 . Mpls. Central...
Meagher, Mpls. West 2. Mpls. West.....





St. Paul Central• • *16
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1923 STATE MEET•-•GLASS B
!• Holstrora, Gilbert 
2. Blegert, Montevideo 
3# leaner, Buffalo
SSOHffljftafat
1* Holstron, Gilbert 




3» Chen, Duluth Central
§ 3iUBffii
1. Lofroth, Duluth Central 
2• Kersey, fankato 
3# Champion, Duluth Central
1. Gerllcker, Winona
2. H« Brookneler, Mankato 3# Klllorln, Duluth Central
1* H. Brookaeler, Mankato 
2* Mason, Montevideo 
3* Llndesalth, Owatonna
1. Neuens, St. cloud
2. Dunoulovlc, Aurora 
MoOoy, Duluth Central
1* McCoy, Duluth Central
2. Kelly, Duluth Central
3. Oatlln, Buffalo
ymtujuisixL
1. Kelly, Duluth Central 
Sxoog, Faribault
3. stlpltlch, Eveleth
1. Nunamaker, Rochester 






2. Neuens, St. Cloud 
3* Bonnon, Wonona
Beg, .Pstefr 11 IUZ*,P
1. Gilbert
2. Duluth Central 
3* Qwatonna 1
1. Duluth central.. • b5
2. Qwatonna.... ....19§
3. Gilbert......... 19 1/3




THE 1924 STATE MEET.— CLASS A
l82&.X*ylpT,it*Zk\§”
1. Johnson, Duluth Denfeld
2. Thomas, Mpls. Central 
3* Murphy, I'pls. central
g.g. .
1. Nelson, Duluth Central
2. Thomas, Mpls. central 
3- Johnson, Duluth Denfeld
& &  lay.a,
1. Eddie Kossart, Mpls. Edison
2. Nall, Mpls. Central
3. Nelson, Duluth Central
1. Graber, Mpls. Central
2. Siewart, Duluth Central
3. Anderson, Mpls. Roosevelt
1. Jacobs. Mpls. West
2. La Motte, Mpls. Central
3. Myers, Mpls. central
1. La Motto, Mpls. Central
2. Guptel, Mpls. North
3. Rubrecht, Mpls. Central
High v 9»8»
1. Kelly, Duluth Denfeld
2. Matson, Kple. West 
Johnson, St. Paul Central
1. Crowley, Mpls. West
2. carpenter, Mpls. Central
3. Kelly, Duluth Central 
Labbat, Mpls. West
afltr.
1. Johnson, Duluth Denfeld
2. Matson, Mpls. West
3. Method, Duluth Denfeld
1. Johnson, Mpls. Central
2. Boric, Mpls. South
3* Frykman, Mpls. Central
1. Frykman, Mpls. Central
2. Peterson, Duluth Central
3. Maeger, Mpls. West





1. Johnson, St. Paul Central
2. Greeman, Duluth Denfeld
3. Shelley, Duluth Central 1
1. Mpls. Central......65$
2. Duluth Central.... 35 1/3
3. Mpls. West.•••••••.29
b. Duluth Denfeld.... 2*5
5. St. Paul Central.•.11 5/6
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1*  Shields, Faribault 
2* Richards, Ovatonna 
3* Miroslovitch, Eveleth
W .
I. Nlckey, St# Cloud 
2# Woekholz, Winona 
3* Andres, Montevideo
P M
1# HoConon, Winona 
2# Ball, Coleraine 
3# Hanson, Luverne
-OrJU MtetMlZf.P.
1# McConon, Winona 
2# Koyto, St# Cloud 
3# Kinney, Biwabik
J. Q’L.nU£dlQC#..#...22#l
1# Donahue, Omtonna 
2# Brockmeyer, Mankato 
3# Rein, Gilbert
m&UMh.iijir.
1# Olson, Gilbert 
2# Sutherland, Chatfleld 
Neuens, St# Cloud
■figM.
1# Mllles, Annandale 
2# Sutherland, Chatfleld 
3# Gatlin, Buffalo
1# Otterness, Willmar
2. Hahn, Willmar 
Bates, Mankato 
MaoXnlss, Gilbert
g a g m a n
1 # Kleffman, nibbing 
2# Lynch, Faribault 
3# Babler, Luverne
1# Palkrabek, Glencoe 
2# Somers, Faribault 
3# Joestlng, Owatonna
1# Elepenter, Buffalo 
2# Lavoy, Deer River 
3# Hamm, Maple Lake
.829.Jterift 1 »1 l.a?x9





• Winona. . . . . . 2 1




THE 1925 STATS MEET*— CLASS A
UOftgLifrgfaji *1? f 6
1* Meuller, Mpls. Edison 
2* Moyers, Mpls. central 
3* Guntll, Mpls* North
1* Meuller. Mpls. Edison 
2* St* Aubin, Mpls* South 
3* Meyer, Mpls* Central
.&fegJk.,t.t 52t.6
1* Chalgren, Mpls* Central 
2* Woodling, Kpl*» West 
3* Erickson, Duluth Denfeld
Bxa&jMkuj&K!2&f
1* St* Aubin, Mpls. South 
2* Hess, Mpls* Central 
3* Kllloran, Duluth Central
1* Hess, Mpls* Central 
2* Labatt, Mpls* West 
3, Dunn, Mpls* Edison
,3ag.L J & W £ ! A , ?
1* Weber, St* Paul Meoh*
2* Mattson, Mpls* West 
3* Johnson, Mpls* Central
1* Anderson, Mpls* Roosevelt 
2* Huso, Duluth Central 
3* Pugllsl, Duluth Denfeld
1* Johnson, Mpls* Central 
2* Weber, St* Paul Meoh*
3* Karsner, Duluth Central
High i 1q s.*.16*3
1* Held, Ipls* Central 
2* Jacobs, Mpls* West 
3* Rubrecht, Mpls* Central
1* Derbyshire, Duluth Denfeld 
2* Copeland, Mpls* West 
3* Bredin, Mpls* Roosevelt
1* Drieaback, Duluth Central
2. Mallory, Mpls* Central 
3* Guntil, Mpls* North
1* Mattson, Mpls* West 
2* St* Aubin, Mpls* South 
3* Haynes, St* Paul Meoh*
1* Mpls* Central 
2* Mpls* Edison 
3* Mpls* West







THE 1925 STATE MEET*— CLASS B
129.fiMtoitiMUS
1 *  Miroslovich, Eveleth 
2* Nadeau, Nibbing 
3» Segal, Sveleth
m .ifrx&jmixjLxZi't
1, Miroslovlch, sveleth 
2* Kawson, St. Cloud
3. Lundeen, Winona
1* Prcsinlck, Eveloth
2. Dwight, Blue Earth 





1* Ottemccs, willmar 
2. Key to, St. doud 
3* Pipegras, Luveme
Loir. JSardlefl. * .3?.?
1. Devery, Faribault
2. Parmer, Montevideo
3. Keyte, St. Cloud
,i4alt e p ly.t.lu2.!i.ajA^l
1. Ottomes o, Willmar 
2* Segal, Sveleth 
3# 3 Runners Tied
Bread
1. Ottemess, Willmar




2. Brockmeyer, Mankato 
Johnson, St. doud 
Gilbertson, Montevideo
9teUBafa.yAflg.lZi
1 . Kleffman, Hlbblng
2. Somers, Faribault
3. Weisandt, Faribault









1 . sveleth..... 35
2. Willnar. , . . , „ ?6 
. Buffalo......20&
• Mankato. . . . . .2 0
5* st. cloud.... 19
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THE 1926 STATE MEET.— CLASS A
1. Johnson, Duluth Denfeld
2. Blavecek, .Ipls. Central
3. Atland, Is pis. Central
1. Johnson, Duluth Denfeld 
2* Dlsoher, Mpls. South
3. MoLood, Mpls. Roosevelt *1
mhfjLiZkl
1. A. Anderson, Mpls. Roosevelt
2. L. Anderson. Mpls. Roosevelt 
3* Havetad, Mpls. North
* I k ,.2̂ "
1* Lehner, St. Paul Central
2. Graham, Mpls. West
3. McLeod, ipls. Roosevelt
1. Dunn, Mpls. Edison
2. Graham, Mpls. West
3. Three Tied
1. H. Poole, Mpls. Edison
2. Copeland, Mpls. West
3. Boland, Duluth Central
1. Fairbanks, Mpls. West
2. Slavers, Duluth Central
3. HoCroe, Duluth Central
1. Karsner, Duluth Central
2. Oliver, Mpls. Central
3. Pugllse, Duluth Denfeld
1. Rubrocht, Mpls. Central
2. Peterson, Mpls. North
3. L. Anderson, Mpls* Roosevelt
1. Gunner, Mpls. west
2. Copeland, Mpls. West
3. Johnson, Duluth Central
1.
2. Milles,






1. Meyers, Mpls. West
2. Barger, Mpls. Central
3. Sir Tied
1. Mpls. West.••*•••.37







THE 1926 STATE MEET.— CLASS B 
Jigri.:a v. ,,rrsBar.aBS












1. Farrell, Grand Baplds
2. Win Brookmeyer, Mankato
3. Zabitz, Chisholm
1. Kelley, Mankato




2. Pfeiffer, St. Cloud
3. DeFTeee, Faribault
Shot Put...^»10"
1. Parrel, Grand Rapids







1. Keytea, St. Cloud
2. Wood, Mankato
3. Win Brookmeyer, Mankato
1. Alberts, Winona
2. Erickson, Montevideo
3. Schwenn, Blue Earth
880. ya£Oe3,&yA«.tlQ7.tg
1. Farmer, Montevideo






1. M. Segal, Eveleth









THE 1927 STATE MEET*— CLASS A
Jjzpa&JjmAtjZQlLJ/k*,
1* Toraaczyte, Mpls. Edison
2. Dlscher, Mpls* South
3* Hlavacak, Mpls. Central
1. Tomaczyte, Mpls. Edison 
2m f Hava cel:, Mpls. Central
3. Dlscher, Mpls* South
1* Walsh, Duluth Central
2. Bellingham, Duluth Denfeld
3. Winter, Duluth Morgan Parte
.M&, mxu.?ii.QM
1. Anderson, Mpls* Edison
2. MoCrae, Duluth Central
3. Morris, Duluth Morgan Parte
flash,
1* Walter, Mpls* West 
2* Kelnholtz, Mpls* Central 
3* Atkins, Duluth central
1* Hedges, Mpls* West 
2* Kelnholtz, Mpls* Central 
3* Miller, Mpls* Central
fl-Kfr, ̂ MPt SL"
1* Hlavacek, Mpls* Central 
2* Winter, Duluth Morgan 
Parte
3* Burge, Mpls* Central
2rPJ.§l
1* Ted Appel, Duluth Central 
Truman Hauser, Mpls* No* 
Gray, Mpls* South
1* Nunn, Mpls* North 
2* Blrme, Duluth Central 
3* Dilliner, Dul* Denfeld
Discus... 109*8'r*
1* A* Johnson, Dul* Morgan 
Parte
2* Nunn, Mpls. North 
3* Dilliner, Dul* Denfeld
1* Burge, Mpls* Central 
2. Mwm, Mpls* North 
3* Johnson, Duluth Central
saa Yaia,.,.?̂ xaytit
1* Mpls* central 
2* Mpls* North 
3* Duluth Denfeld
1* Lindstroa, Mpls. Edison 
2* Kaletad, St* Paul Meoh. 
3* Myers, Mpls* West 1* Mpls* Central*•*••*38 1/3
2* Duluth Central.... 32
3* Mpls* North. ••••••*261t
hm Mpls. Edison.......22
3# Mpls. West.........20 1/3
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THE 192? STATE MEET.— CLASS B
sss 52
ioamrd,j^8h...io.3
1* Nadeau, Ribbing 
2* r'lroslovich, Eveleth 
3* Somerville, Sleepy Eye
1. Thornton, Montevideo
2. Somerville, Sleepy Eye
3. Pfaff, Waseoa
tea. i&x& .Bagwjaag.
1* Nadeau, nibbing 
2* Delight, Blue Earth 
3* Segal, Eveleth
1. Salvl, Chisholm
2. Jorgenson, University High 
3* Pfoffer, St* Charles
1* Win arocicnoyer, Mankato 
2* Agnew, Montevideo 
3* Wood, Mankato
kga.i?3a£^jLtig,§t,2
1* Win Brockmeyer, Mankato 
2* Klroalovlch, Eveleth 
3* Madden, Chisholm *2
1* K* Segal, Eveleth
2. Blanger, Hlbblng 
3* Haaann, New Ulm
1* Win Brockmeyer, Mankato 
2* Segal, Eveleth 
3* Hamann, New Ulm
Eato.friflW lfl.'g',
1* Win Brockmeyer, Mankato 
2. Segal, Eveleth 
3* ffass, New Ulm
1* Berkland, Delavan 
2* Jacobson, Aurora 
3* Palmer, Excelsior
1* Trollen, Pine City 
2* Pritchard, Hlbblng 
3* Mlroslovleh, Eveleth
a a t t t o it i i a a !
1* Sohwon, Blue Earth 
2* Erickson, Montevideo 
3* DeBarry, Albert Lea




l a , » g t e a i p
1* Eveleth..... h22* Mankato* •••••• 32
• Hlbblng...... 25




THE 1928 STATE MEET.— CLASS A
1. Munn, Mpls. North 
2* Dyer, St. Paul Central
3. Severance, Mpls. south
£2P.Kfflg flft.g.tU.Vf,23jLS
1. Dyer, St. Paul Central
2. McKenzie, Mpls. Central 
3* Jenson, Mpls. Central
1. MoCune, Mpls. Central
2. Forsell, Dul. Central 
3* Daovst, Mpls. North
1* Ostby, Mpls. Central 
Maoreae, Dul. Central
3. Morris, Dul. Morgan Pax*
fft
1. Walters, Mpls. West 
2* Glodek, Mpls. Edison
3. Kllbom, Mpls. West
frnr. BHlfleftt.ti.akZ,
1. Walters, Mpls. West
2. Hedges, Mpls. Central
3. Dahl, Dul. Denfeld
HLrh Jto.»,.5*7?
1. Cole, Dul. Central
2. Appel, Dul. Central
3. Gordon, Dul. Denfeld
1. Appel, Dul. Central
2. Winter, Dul. Morgan Park 
3* Burge, Mpls. Central
m ?
1. Soklund, Mpls. North
2. Appel, Dul. Central
3. Cole, Dul. Central
PAful^l^jAyiLJ^Sl
1. Munn, Mpls. North
2. Dlllner, Dul. Denfeld
3. Nelson, Mpls. Roosevelt *123
1. Dlllner, Dul. Denfeld
2. Munn, Mpls. North
3. Anderson, Mpls. North
Javelin...165*7 3/4"
1. Munn, Mpls. North
2. Burge, Mpls. Central




3. St. Paul Central
Team C h a p g l Q M ^
1. Mpls. Central.....39£
2. Mpls. North.......38|




THE 1928 STATE MEET*— CLASS B 
fflr-.'.g-* 21. ssm rrrirffj.■- ■......
APPENDIX I— Continued
HQ. „
1* 3onnaervlllet Sleepy Eye 
2* Michaelson, Glencoe 
3* Caruso, ;veleth
1* SommervUle, Sleepy Eye 
2* Peterson, nibbing 
3* Miobaelson, Glencoe
1* Laughrey, Winona 
2* S, Peterson, Sleepy Eye 
3* Peterson, Hlbblng
Broad Jump**.21*6“
1* E* oollettl, Aurora 
2* Whelan, Prootor 
3* Stephans, Aitkin
1* Harding, White Bear Lake
2. H&berg, Proctor 
3* Manning, Mankato
Shot m . . * ^ » l i "
1 * Sauner, Montevideo 
2* Jacobson, Aurora 
3* N* Karas, Hlbblng
1* Thompson, Sleeoy Eye 
2* VJilllkson, Mankato 
3* Klagge, Winona
1* DeFrees, Faribault 
2* Stuhr, Winona 
3* Gregg, Sleepy Eye
1* Meehl, Marshall 
2* Holmen, White Bear Lake 
3* Jacobson, Aurora
1* Mallaro, Buhl 
2* Saumer, Montevideo 
3* Logather, Chisholm
fr9.3S SffQ.l3.?,«g.
1* Stuhr, Winona 
2* S* Lucas, Pipestone 
3* Belse, Mound
1* White Bear Lake 
2* Winona 
3* Eveleth
1. Harris, Pipestone 
2# Mlthun, Buffalo 
3* Wilson, Coleraine
1* Sleepy Eye*•«•••••*27 
2* Winona*••••••••••••24
• Aurora*•••••••••••*16




THE 1929 STATS MEET
aBBraag,":
.20*10*XOQ m r d  Dash...10.5
1* Lawrence Knauf, Moorhead 
2• Lewby, Northfleld 
3* Dyer* St* Paul Central
USl
1* Lawrence Knauf, Moorhead 
2* Dyer, St* Paul Central 
3* Foumelle, White Bear Lake
MhxiS3.r.Z
1* Holmen, White Bear Lake 
2* W* Smith, Mpls* Edison 
3* Malcune, St. Paul Central
M l
1* Cameron Leatloo, Gaylord 
2* Alexander, Rochester 
Sabo, Mora
fflyfifr BMBapguuA^y^
1* Qraydon Kllbom, Mpls* West 
2* Jensen, Albert Lea 
3* Henneaen, Buffalo
1* Jensen, Albert Lea 
2* Swanson, Mpls* Central 
3* Crotty, Mpls* worth
3a :,
1* Austin Beep, Mpls* Washburn 
2* Paul Bliss, Mpls. Washburn 
Wilson, Coleraine
1* Lawrence Knauf, Moorhead 
2* Anderson, Mpls* Roosevelt 
3* Nicolas, Ely
1* Ted Appel, Dul. Central 
2* Wilson, Coleraine 
3* srb, Mpls. Washburn
Shot Put...A6*8"
1. John Nordberg, Dul. Central 
2* Nick *'*aras. Ribbing
3* Chlrplch, Crosby-Ironton
m&m,xt m i L J / i z
1* Solraen, White Bear Lake
2. Morey, Mpls. Edison 
3* Johnson, Elmore
t e M iM .ara?
1* Edwin Alberts, Winona 
2* John Nordberg, Dul. Central 
3* Laukala, Cloquet
§8° He3tayt.tI,Mot A^la.^e
1* Mpls* Central 
2* Not available 
3* Moorhead
Team Championship
1 . Moorhead. ......... *20
2* Duluth Central.•••.19|
• St. Paul Central*..18 
. White Bear Lake.••.17 
5* Mpls. Central*.... 1A
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THE 1930 STATE MEET
m  -Xard.Daa-h...io.g




1# Knute Belgum, lbow Lake
2. Larsella, Bibbing
3* Heller, Dul. Central
1 * Neubert, Mankato 
2# Kirskenen, Aurora 
3* Buckley, Barrrum
522Jfieafl
1* Peterson, Prazee 
2* Flint, Dul* Central
3. Johnson, So* St* Paul
1* Bob Hail, Virginia 
2* Balding, Herman 
3* Carlson, Cannon Falls
Low Hurdles***26*1
1. Bob Hall, Virginia 
2* Thompson, Montevideo 
3* Belding, Herman
1* Farmer, Stillwater 
2* Nessel, Bush City 
3* Abrahamson, Bralnerd
.aisaA,iLvg£i.tt?a!.3Jl
1* Nemenioh, Aurora 
2* Latham, Dul. Central 
3* Kern, White Bear Lake
1* Dick Bryers, Virginia 
2* Nessel, Bush City 
3* Nelson, Fergus Falls
sayueafadtaa
1* Stan Kostka, So* St* Paul
2. Nordberg, Dul* Central 
3* Kuss, Pine City
mS^txs2£21UJ*
1* Kuss, Pine City 
2* GJerde, New London 
3* Mam, Chisholm
forelAEU rsJ&Zll&L
1* Kronlng, St. Charles 






1* Duluth Central*••*22 1/6 
2* Virginia.... •••••18 1/6
• Aurora*.......... Ifc
* Montevideo••••••••12|
5* Elbow Lake....... 12
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THE 1931 STATE MEET
KUSgU
1, Fritz Hanson, Perham
2, Shaw, Ipls. West
3, Burris, Mpls. North
1. Fritz Hanson, Perham 
2* Shaw, Mpls. West 
3* Burris, Mpls. North
1. Glodak, Mpls. Edison
2. Robb, Dul. Central
3. Boche, So. St. Paul
1. Doyle, Mpls. South
2. Kronen, Dul. Central 
3* Larson, Hibblng
1. Helnle Knoblauch, Mpls.
West
2# Jones, Duluth Central
3. Bubo Marquardt, Moorhead
1. Adolph laelding, Herman
2. Rube Marquardt, Moorhead




3. eoep, Hpls. Washburn
t. c
1. Adolph Bolding, Herman
2. Belluzzo, Chisholm
3. Fritz Hanson, Perham
Po,le VtaMiuMUH
1. Turgeson, Hpls. Edison
2. Addington, Wahkon 
3* Rice, Wayzata
m M t s W & z








1. Cuff, Redwood Falls











5» Mpls. Edison.... 1 1 |
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THE 1932 STATE MEET
igiLy&pi, j&giUAgp*£
1. George Labeau, Virginia 
2* C. Thompson, Mon to video 
3* Jim KcClearie, Bralnerd
1. George Leboau, Virginia 
2* Jin McClearlo, Bralnerd 
3* Olson, Dul. Denfeld
1* George Howard, Aitkin 
2* Bus Derarco, lake City 
3* Schooller, White Bear Lake
83p„
1• Warren Harding, Montevideo 
2* Lindahl, Cannon Falls 
3* Wegler, Rochester 
Morin, nibbing
1. Oaerato Belluzzo, Chisholm 
Zm Trebnick, Coleraine
3. Boyle, Dul* Central 
Cuff, Bed Wood Falls
m ?
1. Prank Okeron, Chisholm 
Don Addington, Wahkon 
3* Three tied
Sftgt
1* Bill Preimuth, D* Central 
Zm Louis Chumloh, D. Denfeld 
3* Tenney, St* Cloud 1
1. Bill Preimuth, D* Central 
2* Louis Chumloh, D* Denfeld 
3* Miller, Hutchinson
1* Ken Dollarhide, Montevideo 
Zm Harry, nibbing 
3* Jover, D* Central
1* John Heokomovioh, Coleraine 
Zm Poster, Bralnerd
3. Ward Cuff, Redwood Falls
sag w , f e t e . ,
1* Clarence Thompson, 
Montevideo
Zm Trebni ck, Coleraine 
3* Jones, D* Central
1* Lyle Corey, Herman
Bemio Kooser, Mankato 






Zm Duluth Central*•*192* Coleraine*.••*...13 • Virginia*•••*•••*13 5* Duluth Denfeld*••12
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THE 1933 STATE MEET
WJLiWaftt-*  i23Lia£"
1# Jlra McClearle, Bralnerd 1* Hubbard, Winona
2, Mayer, Mpls. Edison 2* Passolt, D* Central
3. Harry Pearson, Mpls. Edison 3* Fryer, Popes tone
1* Phil Mayor, Mpls. Edison 
2# Jim MoCloarle, Bralnerd
3. Harry Pearson, Kple• Edison
S&LSBlJ&ta**x5tU i
1* Bob livarte, Unlv. High
2. Basmusson, Hutchinson 
3* Peterson, f'pls. South
1, Cliff Anderson, Mpls.
Boose-volt
2, Bob Brown, Kple, West
3, Llnhoff, Stillwater
Pole vault...11*5"
1. Bill McKenzie, Gaylord
2. Bill Smith, Bralnerd
3. Three tied
Shot Put...fr7»2&"
1. Dominic Krezowskl, rpls.
Edison
2. Schultz, St. P. Johnson
3. Hudy orazem, Aurora
1. Rudy Orazem, Aurora
2. D. Krezowskl, Mpls. Edison
3. Olson, Mankato
1. Lewis Smith, Mpls. Washburn
2. Ken Dollarhlde, Montevideo
3. Hutchinson, Mankato
{*>”■ MS&te&LI
1. Ken Dollarhlde, Montevideo
2. Hubbard, Winona
3. Alexander, Mpls. Central
IftfifcjiTOijjtJfflA"
1. Gustafson, North Branch
2, Collins, North Branch 
Benton Freeman, Mpls. South
1. Ken Dollarhlde, Montevideo
2. Hekomovloh, Coleraine












THE 193** STATE MEET
1. Harold Pearson, M. Edisno
2. Virgil Getty, M, West
3. Henry abbra, Mankato
.
1. Kingman Seller, Redwing 
2m Henry Jabbra, onkato 
31 * Virgil Getty, M. West
ftiS»OMl.,JBaghtA.Aai5
1, Bob Watson, Farmington
2, Calloway, St, P, Washington
3, Atnnerman, Willnar
1, Jefferson, Mankato
2, Anderson, No, St. Paul
3, Burtzlaff, Stillwater
1, Roy Patterson, D* Denfeld 
2* Edgar Grabenstein, 
Farmington 
3, Wilson, M, West
1, Edgar Grabenstein,
Farmington
2, Boy Patterson, D, Denfeld 
3* Ogden, M, Washburn
1, Bill McKenzie, Gaylord 
Seeley Eastman, Lake City 
3* Four tied
1, Bill McKenzie, Gaylord
2, Carvel Senty, Little Falls
3, Breslow, R« West
1, Everett Lawrence, K, North
2, Bill McKenzie, Gaylord




3, Hilkene, University High
mm*at.USLfi,w
1, Hilkene, University High




3, Jacobs, st» Cloud Tech,
1, Mpls, West
2, Mpls, Washburn
3, St, Paul Mechanic Arts
Team Championship
1, Mpls, West..... ,19
2, G a y l o r d , ,16#
• Mankato....... ..15
• Farmington,••••••10
5, Mpls, North.,,.,, 9k
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THE 1935 STATE MEET
IPS. Jfelfl. PWHwlfttg
1. George Stevenson, D. Central
2. Henry Jabbra, Mankato
3. Hepp, M. Central
.,P̂ gUt,xtZl%Q
1* Hepp, M« Central
2. Henry Jabbra, Mankato
3« George Stevenson, D. Central
ftftfl J&MBft M u u j g i i
1. Collomy, St. P. Washington
2. Herman, Pelican Rapids
3. Dochn3.dc, St. P. Johnson
? P.5t fr









2. Olson, St. P. Washington 
3* Sorenson, Madison 1
Plfifc, JflMBi r a S!
1. Fred Woleben, D. Central 
Manunu, Thompson
3. India, Redwood Falls 
Miller, K, Edison
^a,i^w.t,tuT..gi.?.iijr.
1. Kelly, M. South
2. Strommer, Austin
3. Parson, R. Roosevelt
1. DeField, M. Central 
Newquist, R. Edison 
Olson, M. Edison 
Strommer, Austin
1. Helge PUkema, D. Central
2. Henry Jabbra, Mankato
3. Silkey, Owatonna





3. Doug MoNee, D. Central
880 Xard Relay...









THE 1936 STATE MEET
wmtssA
1* George Stevenson, D. Central 1. Parsons, M* Roosevelt
2. Hopley, M. Washburn 2. Wasson, Coleraine
3, Johnson, M. Washburn 3* Doane, St. Cloud
SSfl. Zm\.Msh&ju22j&
1, George Stevenson, D. central 
2* Bayes, K . West
3* Hopley, M. Washburn
W..
1« Lund, D. Denfeld




2. MoPhereson, Mpls. Edison
3. Sandln, Mpls* Edison
viFfa,,
1* Benn, M. Washburn 
2* Jurgensen, Owatonna 
3« Wasson, Coleraine
fall
1« Rogers, D. Central 
2* Jurgensen, Owatonna 
3* Downing, Coleraine
High Jump...5*8"
1# Milberg, D* Central 
2* Jurgensen, Owatonna 
3* Nine tied
1* Hanson, M. South 
2* Six tied
S M L a W f l 2 * & :
1* Sllkey, Owatonna 
2* Helge Pukosa, D* Central 
3* Milberg, D. Central
B U n M U a  tUPiz::
1* Blase, Coleraine
2. Helge Pukeoa, D* Central 
3* Sllkey, Owatonna
1* Parson, M* Roosevelt




2. Mpls. Edison 
3* Hlbblng *25
1* Duluth Central.••39










1* Hayes, M* Vest 1. Gllles, M. West
2# Brown, Ortonville 2* Dyson, Pipestone
Baldwin, M. Edison 3* Winters, Mankato
220 Yard pashr•.22.8 Pole Vault...11*6*
1. Bayes, M. Vest 1* Brown, Ortonville
2. Johnson, Ribbing 2. Shukart, Pelloan Rapids
3* Marwin, M. Washburn 3* Anderson, Det. Lakes
MO. Yard Dash...51 *7 Shot Putf. • • A7,0"
1* Lund, D. Denfeld 1. Plenovlch, Buhl
2. Bounds, Owatonna 2. Kuuslsto, M. Marshall
3* Nelson, M. Marshall 3. DeLalttre, M. West
1. Denyln, Rochester 1. Pitch, St. L. Park
2* Hoajr, H. Central 2. McMillan. St. P.
3* Rhode, University High 
High HtmU.es...1S.1 
1* Hlrsoh, M. Washburn
Central
3« Stenbauer, Owatonna
2« Farbanks, M. West 1. Brull, Marshall
3« Prorlzans, Nashwauk 
1. Erickson, «. Central
2. Kusske, New Ulm 
3* Conner, Gilbert
,88,g.,IgtrAl.figi^,AtU2?r3
2. Allen, Mankato 1. Mpls. West




3, St. Paul Central
Team Championship






THE 1938 STATS MEET
1* Dick Kelley, M. West 
2* Nelson, Faribault Deaf 
3* Teyro, Hopkins
22Q J&rd Pash...22.8
1* Dick Kelley, M. West
2. Bohmbach, Bed Wing 
3* Nelson, Faribault Deaf
aaa...tea.Bw]>Mr.Wir8
!• Bill Alexander, w. Marshall
2. Jim Bounds, Fairmont 
3# Patton, University High
1. Art Gill, M. south
2. Denzln, Rochester
3. Smith, Jasper





2, Uamsaon, Staples 
3« Little, Brainerd
ttLfift.JyflPt
1. Alan Hopeman, Moorhead
2, Dick Lee, Northfleld 
3* Stish, Mashvra.uk
Broad.Jifflj),
1* Hotz, Wadena 
2* Teyro, Hopkins 
3* Llndberg, M. South
?pl.e yttiJuMlirfi*
lm Kyer, Coleraine
2. Higgins, M. Washburn 
Elllngson, Northfleld
s a t tu e a w a a i"
1. J. Johnson, D. Denfeld
2. Bailey, Walker
3. Glomsrud, K. South
1. Bay Mllberg, D« Central 







1. Mpls. West....2. Brainerd.•••••
3. Mpls. South.••Northfleld....
5. Duluth Central .. 8 3/U
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APPENDIX I ~  Continued
THE 1939 STATE MEET
1« Dick Kelley, H. Vest 
2« Black, Staples 
3a Milt Larson, Ma West
la Dick Kelley, M, West
2a Black, Staples 
3a Milt Larson, M. West
1. Bill Alexander, M. West
2. James, M« West
3. Grant, Northfleld
pQja...Jicajai
la Floyd Fosllen, M. Marshall 
2a Morton, New London 
3a Dahl, north Branoh
men
la Don Thumeau, Faribault Deaf 
2, Bob Tharp, M# Washburn 
3a Gaardo, Boohester
Low Hurdles.a.23>6
la Don Thumeau, Faribault Deaf
2. Korda, D. Denfeld
3. Bob ’Tharp, M# Washburn
Blgh...Juiapaa,6» 5 /8 "
1. Dlok Lee, Northfleld
2. Qosfleld, Owatonna 
3* Johnson, Hopkins
1. Buokmeyer, or. Rapids
2. Allen, D. Morgan Park
3. Milt Larson, M. West
Pole Vaulta..ll»8"
1. Owen Elllngson, 
Northfleld 
2*  Jaok Josephson,
M. Edison
3. KcPhee, M. Roosevelt
1. Sam Wall, Mt. Lake
2. Shepard, White B. Lake
3. Radda, Waoonla
PlfifmtAijUg'Al"
1. Ray Milberg, D. Central 
2« Sam Wall, Mt. Lake
3* Daby, Bamesvllle
la Mpl8a West
2. MplSa Washburn 
3« Staples








THE 1940 STATE MEET
100 lard Dash.,,10.2
1. Doug Senn, ft. Washburn 
2• Roy Walters, Elmore
3. Thomas, White Bear take *1
.W A .PftP&r.irA?.?,t5
1. Doug Senn, M. Washburn
2. Lucleneyer, St. Cloud Teeh. 
3» Jacobs, M. North
Broad Jump...22*25”
1. Carl Jacobs, M. North
2. Buffraire, Grand Rapids
3. Allen, D. Morgan Park
1. Ossie Wyatt, M. West
2. MoPhee, M. Roosevelt 
Pederson, Northfield
440 Yard Dash...50.6 PllR\LmujJlS131
1. Bruce James, M. West
2. Peterson, Alexandria
3. Fleck, M. Marshall
83QfeEfl-LMa». tAUSSLt8
1. Ralph Pohland, M. West 
Floyd FOsllen, M. West 
3« Art Howard, Blue Earth
jA5.i 3.
1. Alf Nelson, H. South
2. Fortune Gordlen, M.
Roosevelt
3. Rudy Sikloh, Hlbbing
mgflmuMAftSiaL




1. Ray Tharp, M. Washburn







1. Ray Tharp, M. Washburn
2. Skogqulst, K. Edison
3. Venue, Virginia
1. Don Nickolson, St. Paul
Marshall
2. Dick Lee, Northfield 
Pat Rogers, Robblnsdale
resa Chaaroionshi©
1. Mpls. Washburn. • ••24
2. Mpls. Roosevelt ...16%
3. Mpls. %rshall. .. .144. Northfield.•••• ... 12
5. Wpls. West..... . . .10
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1941 STATE MEET
m j & s a , 3 Broad Jump...23*4"
1. Luckenieyor, St* doud Teoh* 1* Carl Jacobs, M. North 
2* Senn, K* Washburn 2* Denuool, Nashwauk
3* Walters, Elmore 3* Lamais, Akeley
220MBUMbjtf32,t3 mil** M * i r
1* Luckemeyer, St* Cloud Teoh* 1* Forseth, Det* Lakes
2* Senn, M* Washburn 
3* Jacobs, M. North
m f o  1 1 ^ 4
1* Johnson, St* P* Johnson 
2* Pechter, Mankato 
3* Hallaberg, M. South
SLEfl.2
1* Ralph Perrin, M* North
2. Howard, Blue Earth 
3* Sabaskl, So* St* Paul
itefoQ,Ptf»Ut7
1. Hay Tharp, M. Washburn
2. Helling, Luveme
3* McPherson, k* south
1* Ray Tharp, N* Washbum 
2* Brown, M* South 
3* mida, D* Denfeld
.,7/9"
1* Dick Lee, Northfleld 
2* Slnoheff, Mound 
3* Three tied
2* Power, M* South
Andreka, D* Morgan Park 
McNulty, Pel* Rapids
Shot Put* * * 54* &»
1* Fortune Gorglen, M* 
Roosevelt
2* Ekberg, M* Marshall 
3* Hicks, Pipestone
1* Fortune Gordien, R*
Roosevelt
2* Lewison, Owatonna 
3* Not available
,t 1ft
1* S'ple. Washbum 
2* St* Cloud 
3* Mpls* West
a^..9terolqflgMtt
1* Mpls* Washbum*****25 
2* St* Cloud
Teohnical** * *••*16





THE 19b2 STATE MEET
jMMUewft
1. Diek Gehring, M, Washburn
2. Kerr, Elmore
3* Feigel, Redwood Falls
.
1* Dick Gehring, M. Washburn 
2m Jacobs, M, North 
3* Feigel, Redwood Falls
1* . cfturchie, M. Central
2, Johnson, St. P. Johnson
3. Aueen, Marshall
1. Ralph Ferrin, M. worth 
2# Tresoh, Hewitt
3. Olson, Thief R. Falls
1. Martin, Coleraine
2. Horan, St, P. Washington
3. Sullivan, H. North
Jagfltefiai 9,
1. Ray Tharp, H, Washburn
2. MoPhereson, M. South
3. Kinney, Wells
LOW Hurdles...22.2
1. Bay Tharp, M, Washburn
2. Huber, Hopkins
3. Berray, &• Southwest
1. Morrow, M. North
2. Cardinal, White B. Lake
3. Hovde, Kt. Lake 
Johnson, M. North
1. Ray Tharp, M. Washburn




1. Andreiko, D. Morgan Park




1. Edwards, Det. Lakes
2. Prestidge, Deer River
3. Beaullen, St. L. Park
4
■ (  ■ ■ ■ . .
1. Prestidge, Deer River
2. Bohn, Farmington










THE 19^3 STATE MEET
1*  Ken Wallace, M* Central 
2* Woodcock, M. Henry 
3* filler, Perham
1. Amundson, Wayzata 
2# Woodcock, K* Henry 
3* Ken Wallace, M* Central
jtftl
1, Sheehan, M* Southwest 
2# Scroggins, M* North 
3# Slater, Slue Earth
1* Enqulst, M, Hoary 
2* Smith. Appleton 
3* Goettle, Blue Earth
1. Splinter, St* P. Mechanic 
2* Martin, Coleraine
3* Scanlan, No* St* Paul
ttlFft £fonU.9.8,it,tt.Ur,2
1* Pete Aurness, M* Southwest 
2* cook, St* Cloud 
3* Forbes, K* Roosevelt
Lou * 23*3
1* Benson, M* North
2, Cook, St* Cloud 
3* Espamer, Chisholm
1* Johnson, it* North
2. Scroggins, M* North 
Cook, St* Cloud 
Keilen, St* P* Humboldt
1* Henderson, Farmington 




1* Pose, St* P* Mechanic
2. Woodcock, M* Henry 
3* Johnson, Det* lakes 
Bex, Walker
Shot Put.. .47*
1. Stevekin, St* P. Murray 
2* Qulrlng, M. North 
3* Baker, Onamia
1* Scklund, ooleraln©
2* Sanders, Northfield 
3* Harvey, Hopkins
* .s
1* Mpls * Southwest 
2* Mpls* South 
3# Duluth Morgan Park
1* Mpls* North*••••••21
2* Mpls• Southwest*•*17 1/8






THE 1944 STATE MEET
=
102. flftPftmyMiZ & A aiJm***2U.X!r
1* Ken Wallace, M. Central
2. Anderson, M. Edison 
3* Delfstock, Blue Earth
1. Ken Wallace, M. Central 
2* Spires, K. Washburn 
3* Blake, Det. Lakes
440 Yard Dash...51.6
1* Dick Howell, K. South 
2* Sinclair, St. P. Wilson
3. Pullens, M. South
§§9 aard, ,BMnAi.t?li.PN^
1. Webster, K. Edison
2. Kuhlnan, Jasper 







1. Pete Aumess, K. Southwest
2. Trouth, Fairmont
3. Schell, St. P* Mechanic
Low Hurdles...24.2
1. Bill Relfsteok, Blue Earth
2. Waohsmuth, M. Washburn
3. Foard, M. Edison
1. Wade, M. South
2. Bachelder, Stillwater
3. Crandall, M* Washburn 
Sandberg, Northfleld
1. Bowman, K. Central
2. Ken Wallace, K. Central
3. Faunae, Fergus Falls




1. Howard Carlson, M. West
2. A. Slrrlla, Sebeka
3. Orllch, Chisholm
1. Byrl Thompson, K.
Southwest




3. Duluth Denfeld 12
1. Mpls. Central..... 26
2• Mpls. Washburn.....14$
2. Mpls. South.••••••.13




THE 19^5 STATS MEET
1 2 0 B T 0 M 2 h j u a 9 f 3
1. Pullens, pi* South 
2« Mason, Deephaven 
Jm Wittenburg, Lake City
1* Pullens, ft* south 
2# Wittenburg, Lake City 
3* Olson, Bed Wing
■fr&LX&fi.
1# Schwietz, St* P* Harding 
2* Lang, Tracy 
3* Oas, M* Roosevelt
1. Swenson, Grove City
2* Warren, Duluth Central
3. Kealy, Chisholm
1* Jackson, Albert Lea 
2* Marthaler, Qrooten 
3* Xngelin, Two Harbors
1* Nielsen, ft* Roosevelt
2. Trouth, Fairmont
3* Josephson, Red Wing
1* Ewing, ft* Washburn 
2* Wachsmuth, M* Washburn 
3* Oonzelraan, Breckenridge
1* Wade, ft* South 
2* Koeschter, St* P* Central 
Rhodes, Coleraine 
Johnson, K* Marshall
1* Pullens, ft* South 




1* Gibb, Austin 
2. Anderson, Luveme 
Woods, Moorhead
s n m 3 f 4 . u s g
1* Byrl Thompson, ft* 
Southwest
2. Siirala, Sebeka 
3* Alquist, St* P. MurrayW 4 .
1* Byrl Thompson, ft* 
Southwest
2* Siirala, Sebeka 
3* Fritsche, ft* North
1* ftpls* South 
2* St* Paul Central 
3* Detroit Lakes *2
1* Mpls* South.... *25i
2. Mpls. Roo8evelt**12 
3* Mpls* Washburn.•*10 
4* Mpls. Southwest..10
5* Red Wing....... 9
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 19t*6 STATE MEET
100 Yard Dash...10.3
1* Napes, M. Central 
2. Nason, Deephaven 
3* Bruce Slmraons, M. Washburn
220 Hard Dash...22.5
1. Tveita, M. South
2. Nason, Deephaven
3. Bruce Sinmons, M. Washburn
W  Yard Dash...52.7
1. MoMattin, M. West
2, Lundgren, D. Central 
3* Koenen, Montevideo
1* Albertson, Twin Vhlley 
2, Kealey, Chisholm 
3* osterhouse, D. Morgan Park
RUBt
1* V em Kart haler, Brooten
2, Newman, D. Central
3. Koen, Nashwauk
1 jtAtŷ l̂ gii ̂ n jL.%, ̂
1. Nielsen, M. Roosevelt
2. Brass, White Bear Lake
3. Cunningham, St. p. Murray









1. Dosen, n. Southwest 
Woods, Moorhead
3. Twelve tied
1. Alqulst, St. P. Murray
2. Carlson, K. West 
3* Henry, M. West
Elliot, Fergus Falls
1. George Holm, M. Southwest
2. Price, D. Denfeld 




3. St. Paul Marshall
1. Fpls• Southwest....20
2. Fpls. Washburn.....I**
• White Bear Lake.... 9
• Fpls. Central...... 9
5. Duluth central.... 8|
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 19^7 STATE MEET
3c2.Q-Jfe&Q&?.)3t aiAP»,.4
1* Buddy Brooks, Anoka 
2« Dick Kayes, K. Central 
3* Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld
220 Yard Dash...22.1
1# Buddy Brooks, Anoka 
2# Don Woelfle, Worthington 
3* Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld
1. Howie Anderson, K. South 
2* Sedln, St. P. Johnson 
3« Lundgren, D. Central
1. Bon Barnes, M« North
2. Woodley, K. South
3. Gardner, Walker
1* V e m  Karthaler, Brooten
2. Campbell, Big Porte
3. Torp, M. North
.aatfJLaaw
1. Hal Henkel, White Bear Lake
2. Don Woelfle, Worthington
3. Landstrom, K. Washburn
1. Hal Henkel, White Bear Lake
2. Landstrom, H* Washburn
3. Header, Truman
1. Don Woelfle, Worthington
2. Lunderberg, M. Washburn
3. Five tied
fs^.JMtouLi22!2t"
1. Bopp, St. P. Central
2. Lunderberg, M. Washburn
3. Don Woelfle, Worthington
Ms,,
1. Don Watson, Worthington
2. KcLeod, K. South 
Rollaff, Montevideo
3tRvraM>fl??.7.aw
1* Don Carlson, M. West
2. Hlley, K. North
3. Elliot, Fergus Falls
1. Don Riley, H. North








2. Worthington.... . 21$
• Mpls• North.•••••••21




THE 1948 STATE MEET
1* Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld 
2* Anderson, Fairmont 
3* Jade Dryer, M* North
220 *ard Dash...22.6
1. Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld 
2* Jordan, Mankato 
3* Wes Shlpstead, M. North
440 Yard Dash...^1.8
1. Wes Shlpstead, M« North
2, Swanson, M. Southwest 
3* Dickey, St, Peter
igjLj8aaLRMBajAg.tff?r.S
1, Wally Oefcrum, M, Washburn 
2* Jesperson, White Bear Lake 
3* Sawyer, X, Roosevelt
1, Gordy Campbell, Big Fork
2, Bill Torp, R* North
3, Grady, Wayzata
Ui?
1, Flip Andrews, Wlllmar
2, John Ederer, M, southwest 
3* VTanesh, Nashwauk
Bigfa.jwiiiiia a/r
1, Norm Lunderberp, M. 
Washburn
Don Kaufman, Northfield 
3, Bob Thompson,
Breckenrldge 












2, Anderson, D* Denfeld
3, Johnson, M, Southwest
1, Herbold, Anoka
2, Buese, Stillwater
3, spears, M# Edison
1. Maurice Mackey, M, Central 







1, Mpls. North* 21
2. Duluth Denfeld**.19




THE 19*9 STATE MEET
iQfl m r d  Pash... 10,2
1* Jack Dryer, M. North
2. Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld 
3* Bisoh, Qwatoma
.
1. Bob Daniels, D. Denfeld
2. Jack Dryer, K. North 
3» Hnglund, Bibbing
m
1* Blech, Owatonna 
2* Ed Clebera, D. Denfeld
3# Stephens, M* Edison
j&QJ6a3U^.i*.SjflU3
1* Steurwald, Coleraine 
2, Brown Bobblnsdale 
3# Peterson, St* James
1* George Campbell, Big Pork 
2, Cousins, Winona 
3* Grady, Wayzata
M&JUkvz^i.t.t±2A2
1. Sderor, M* Southwest
2. Robertus, Marshall 
3* VTonesh, Nashwauk
Lem liu rd lo s #»»2 3 »?




1. Levens, M. Henry
2. Tholen, K. South
3. Seven tied
1* Bon Walbaum, Det. lakes
2. Arms, Redwood Falls
3. Erie, Marshall
Pole Vault...11*10"
1. Ron Walbaum, Det. Lakes




2. Dave For, D. Denfeld
3. 2terban, M« Southwest
DISCUS. # .14?*
1. Herbold, Anoka
2. Brust, New Ulm











THE 1950 STATE MEET
1. Pete Prentner, Owatonna 
2* Gustafson, Window
3# Chard, Breckenrldge
^ O ^ J f e a a i M . £ 3 a l
1* Pete Prentner, Owatonna
2. Gustafson, Window 
3* Nash, Wheaton
» « &  ,Ifigi>ftg,t,53ir3
1* Schwanke, Rochester 
2* Boo, Pin© City 
3* Ray, Wlllmar
S,a,g.,„Xagfl
1* Brown* Robbins dale 
2m McGlade, M* Central 
3* Peterson, D. Deafeld
1* Hanson, St* James 
2* Delaney, Perham 
3* Morlety, St* Charles
m * .
1* McLaughlin, Anoka
2. Plt2slmmons, M* Washburn 
3* Stock, Fergus Fells
m h "
1* Schradle, Owatonna 
2* Four tied
bm f l
1* Dermis, M* Edison 
2* Bates, found 
3* Kalvls, St* P* Central
ttlft .tttflfciMlS!.?:.
1* Jasper, D* Morgan Park 
2* Swanson, nibbing 
Peters, Worthington
1* FOx, D* Denfeld 
2* Andrus, M* Southwest 
3* Cotter, K* Edison
1* Gerry Helgeson, St* 
Cloud Technical
2. Santrlzos, M* Southwest 
3* Graver, Plainvlew




1* Tokar, M. Washburn 
2* Simonson, Mankato 
3* Brown, Damesvllle
1* Owatonna*•••••••••192« Mpls • washbum, •••16• Mpls. Southwest.••10
• Duluth Denfeld....9 3/*f
5. Mpls. Edison..... 8
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APPENDIX 3V-Continued
THE 1951 STATE MEET
1. Nash, Wheaton
2. Swanum, M. Washburn
3. Knox, N. Henry
220 Jferfl 13aah...22.9
1. Swanum, M. Washburn
2. Nash, Wheaton
3. Clay Burkstrand, M. Central





2. Schlmmel, St. L. Park
3. King, Northfleld
Mile. Bun... 4.134-. 0
1. Phillips, M. Southwest
2. Guertln, M* Southwest
3. Wiirta, Embarrass
High Hurdles...15.6
1. Shelia, Jasper 
Harder, Mankato






1, Swanson, Ribbing 
2* Jasper, D. Morgan Park










2. Harrison, M. Southwest 
3# Scott, M. Washburn
1. Boll, Breckenrldge
2, Chancellor, Bobbinsdale 












THE 1952 STATE MEET
100 Yard Sash..go.I
I* Clay Burkstrand, M. Central
2. Burle Carmichael, M. Central
3. Klaseus, Mankato
2ggjBHa.3»fliAaja>ft
1. Burle Carmichael, M. Central 
2* Clay Burkstrand, M. Central
3. Ray Nevala, Embarrass
lifts..
1* Holt, Wlndom 
2# Bryant, K. North 










M ® ,  YaVilrJ?t t J,!,?.*.?"
1. Rogers, St. P. Marshall
2. Soitau, M. Henry 
Jasper, D. Morgan Park
1. Wagner, Hopkins
2. Falls, Demld.ji
Tom Brown, M* Central
3* stelnwell, St. P. Murray 
m i e  Run...4-133.0
1. Wllrta, Embarrass
2. Nelson, Faribault
3. Molltor, White Bear Lake
1. Lowen, Fountain Lake
2. Brown, Barnssvilie 
3* Bennet, Marshall
1. Johnson, M. Central




3. Chuck Jasoer, D. Morgan
P a rk






2. Northfleld............. 1 1  1/92. Embarrass........ ...10• St. James.•••••••••• 85. Wells................8
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APPENDIX I— Continued 
TBS 1953 STATE MEET
IQ2. .XMBLJfratomic
1. Bob Hagaraan, Rochester 
2* Bob Blakely, St. P. 
Marshall
3. Ron Judy, M« Central
1. Ron Judy, M. Central
2. Norman Anderson, St. James
3. Bob Hagaman, Rochester
.jteL. msNtt.5Pf,S
1. Ray Nevala, Embarrass
2. Stafne, Rochester
3. Klassmlr, K. Southwest 
Nelson, Albert Lea
pag-ytaft ,E.mbt j,.i
1. Berg, M. Washburn
2. Baukos, Kiester
3. Patton, Park Rapids
1. Rudy Arechigo, Moorhead
2. Newman, Fairmont
3. McNeal, K. Southwest
1. Dave Johnson, M# Central
2. Ruble, M. Edison
3. Burk, Robblnsdale
1. Dave Johnson, K. Central
2. Ruble, K. Edison
3. Burk, Robblnsdale
1. Mo re Ion, Faribault
2. Voss, Worthington 
Patterson, M. North
Broad Jump. . .22*1,-"
1. Cotton, Marshall
2. Anderson, St. James
3. Scott, Northfleld
m i
1. Chuck Jasper, D. Morgan
Park
2. Patton, Bemldjl 
Gustafson, Faribault
1. Tom Brown, M. Central
2. Drescher, Bemldjl
3. Christenson, M. South
flfreffl&yjul&L'iT
1. Yonkey, Wells
2. Tom Brown, M. Central
3. ironstad, M. Roosevelt
Qg.,9.iX&l ijetefcjuOl22t2
1. Mpls. Central 
2« Robblnsdale









THE 1954 STATE MEET
1. Norman Anderson, St* James 
2* Taylor, Robblnsdale
3. Jack Ferrazzl, Sveleth
220 Yard Dash.«.22Mfr
1. Norman Anderson, St. James 
2* Falk, Lake Crystal 
3* Taylor, Robbinsdale
1* Bill Larson, M* Roosevelt 
2* Drleson, Faribault 
Good, Danube





1. Schultz, Pelican Rapids
2. Patrick, M. Vocational
3. Graham, Mankato
Pole Vault.., 11'3*«
1. Morrow, Garden City
Heffron, St. P. Central 
Salo, Embarrass 
Irons, St. P» Johnson
1. Don Brown, St. Louis Park 
2* Mittiestadt, Blue Earth
3. Haukoss, Kiester
M s .
1. Rudy Arechigo, Moorhead
2. MoMeai, M. Southwest
3. Bud Edelen, St. Louis Park
1. rnest Ohland, Gibbon
2. Myers, M. Southwest 
3* Sauvage, Northfleld
1. Ernest Ohland, Gibbon
2. Johnson, M. Central
3. Myers, M. Southwest
1. Bob Henry, University
High
2. Tom Brown, M. Central
3. Blakely, St. P. Central
1. Tom Brown, K. Central
2. Blakely, St. P. Central




3. St. Paul Central 12*5
1. St. Paul Central.•.17
2. Gibbon. •••••••....2. Mpls. Central...•••13• St. James••««••••••125. Mpls. Southwest....!! 1/3
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THE 1955 STATE MEET
1. Jack lerrazzi, Eveleth
2. Brown, Hopkins
3* Falk, Lake Crystal
1* Jack Ferrazzl, Sveleth
2. Halgren, M. Washburn 
3* Brown, Hopkins
1• Frank Drew, M. Southwest 
2« Duchanae, Hopkins 
3* Welter, Perham
88P. BHU**ll5Si.2
1. Bob Kittlestadt, Blue arth 
2# Tinker, St. Louis Park
3. Tony Turrittan, M.
Southwest
1. Al Oachs, Garden City
2. Larson, M. Central
3. Connelly, Orono-Long Lake
:il(>h Hurdles...1^.9
High Jump...5’II V»«
1. Tom Dry, Rochester
2. Sixteen tied
1. Jerry omess, Mankato
2. Larson, ±*ke Crystal
3. Jones, N# Central
vote y * m vltiv,hj/?z
1. Stan Morrow, Garden City
2. Frederlokson, H.
Roosevelt
3. Heffron, St. P. Central 
Amundson, M. Washburn
1. Ron McCombs, M. Southwest
2. Bob Blakely, St. P.
Central
3. Palmer, Hpls. Washburn
A P M P m  »*(&!&.,"
1. Bob Blakely. St. P
Central
2. Frlstedt, Hopkins
3. Espe, White Bear Lake
1* Doug Helm, Robblnsdale







1. Dave Kyere, M* Southwest
2. Doug Helm, Robblnsdale
3. Kolesar, B. Roosevelt
las?.
1. Mpls* Southwest.....26 5/8
2. Hopkins..... •••••••IS2. Robblnsdale ........ 12• Mpls. Washburn..... 11’5. St. Paul Central....11§
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1956 STATE MEET
1. Jack Ferrazzt, Eveleth 
2# Chuck Mulliner, Northfield 
3*  Leomarc Levine, St. P. 
Humboldt
1. Jack Perrazzi, Eveleth
2. Mel Hansen, Rochester 
3* Bill Greensllt, Morton
Wjsl
1. Frank Drew, M. Southwest
2. Jerry Ring, M. West 
3* Gary Garwlck, Hopkins
1. Ted Nelson, Faribault
2. Chuck Benjamin, Hutchinson
3. Jim McCormick, Tracy
M e, ̂ witJt.t.ftiagLtS
1. Jerry Larson, M. Central
2. Roger Llllyeiulst, Austin
3. Gerald Dalton, Long Prairie
1. Dave Myers, M. Southwest
2. Ed Williams, Pipestone
3. Dave Odega&rd, M« Washburn
iSJUMSeSasjLtaM
1. Chuck Hulllner, Northfield
2. Dave Myers, M. Southwest 
3* John Steenerson,
Hobblnsdale
1. Bill Warge, Aurora 
Jim Patten, Bemldjl
3. Bob Moe, Detroit Lakes
Broad Jump...22*9 7/8w
1. Gene Lewis, M. North
2. Pat Gorman, Hobblnsdale
3. L.C* Hester, M, Roosevelt
1. Stan Morrow, Montgomery
2. Frank Torson, Moorhead 
Tom Reichert, M. Southwest
1. Brian Nichols, No. St. P.
2. Lee Hopfensprlnger,
Morgan
3. Ron McCombs, M. Southwest
1. Ron McCombs, M. Southwest
2. Chuck Colby, M. Southwest
3. Brian Nichols, No. St. P.
?,Sg- JfcSfl,,
1. Hopkins
2. Mpls. Washburn 
3* Rochester
1. Mpls. Southwest.••• 31 3 A
2. Northfield........ 11
• Eveleth.... •••••••10




THE 1957 STATE MEET
1*  Bill Greenslit, Norton 
2* Dan Collins, Nora 
3* Jack Holland, Fergus Fells
p.lt2
!• Jack Holland, Fergus Foils 
2* Leroy Martin, m* Central 
3* Don Collins, Nora
W ,  Xaz&„1Mhtt *5QtZ
1. Gary Garwlck, Hopkins 
2« Dave Bonnet, Fairmont 
3* Jim Begg, Sdlna-Komlngslde
880 lard Run...H58.7
1. Chuck Benjamin, Hutchinson 
2* Art Fatterson, St* L. Paste 
3* Frank Sweitzer, White Bear
Lake
Mite, pmfajtAiZS*,?
1* Wayne Wullwold, M.
Southwest
2* Bart Bon tens, D* Central 
3* Bon ^rson, White Bear Lake
1* Dave Odegaard, K* Washburn 
2* Jerome Larson, Richfield 
3* Bill castleman, M* Central
1* Jim Patten, Bemidji 
2* Rudy Betlach, Anoka
John Campbell, F* Central 
Ron Wills, Hopkins
ffroafl JftnPM.a3213frw
1* Carl Pederson, W* St* P* 
2* L.C* Hester, M* Roosevelt 
3* Rudy Betlaoh, Anoka
m g  >.11*9"
1* Ed Hughes, Columbia Hts* 
2* Four tied
Shot Put.«. *i697-ku
1* Tom Swanson, Northfield 
2* Dennis Albrecht, St* P* 
Central
3* Dave Buck, Det. Lakes
Discus... 1*V7» 11 "
1* Charles Wallin, Gaylord
2. Bob Peterson, Marshall 
3* Dennis Albrecht, St* P* 
Central
S3P„ W i g M u I U L J
1* ftpls* Washburn
2. Edina* Morningside 
3* St. Paul Central
1* Dave Odegaard, M. Washburn
2. Bill Greenslit, Norton 
3* George Strunk, Windom
1* Mpls* Washburn*•••*15 
2* St. Paul Central*•*11$2* Mpls* central*•••••11• Norton*••••••«••••*115* Northfield...... . 9$
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APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1 9 5 8  STATE MEET
1# Dick Axllrod, Unlv. High 
2, Gary Schaar, Lamberton 
3* LeRoy Martin, K. Central
g?g- KiFjn.Bftg.ay.t f .7
1* Jim Kumpala, St. L. Park
2. Bill Hammond, West St. Paul 
3* John Ahlin, Marshall
X&AMS&tj a&*2
1. Bob Blume, R. Southwest
2. LeRoy Martin, M. Central
3. Dave Smith, St. P. Mech.
1. Art Patterson, St. L. Park
2. Ray Miller, K. Edison
3. Dick Quick, M. Roosevelt
1. Jerry Nelson, Faribault
2. Ray Bauer, It# Central
3* Rod Laeorik, St. L. Park
.BMflte&fcMJAfc?
1. George Strunk, Wlndom
2. Bill Castleman, M. Central
3. Dale Samuelson, No. Branch
^W.iiTOUQg,ft,i^P»9
1. George Strunk, Wlndom 
2* Ken Pugh, St. P. Central 
3* Dale Samuelson, No. Branch
Hlpft Jump...6*
1. Gary Fabel, Wheaton
2. Bill cGonagle, Anoka 
3* Don Drane, R. Edison
1. Bill Hoy, M. Southwest
2. Dale Lamskl, Moorhead
3. Don Drane, M« Edison
1. Dick Morrow, Montgomery
2. Chuck Morrow, Montgomery
3. Two tied
s m  muti&tMz
1. Bob Peterson, Marshall
2. Roy Miller, M. Marshall
3. Ken Hokeness, Northfield
1. Bob Peterson, Marshall
2. Ken Hokeness, Northfield
3. Roy Miller, M. Marshall
1. Wlndom
2. St. Louis Bark
3. Mpls. Washburn
1. St. Louis Park
2. .pis. Central
3. St. Paul Central 12*45




5. Marshall. • • • • • • • • . . 1 3
APPENDIX I ~  Continued
THE 1959 STATE MEET
I f l f t D a s h . * . 10.0
1* Butch Miller, M. Central
2. Tom Mueller, Mankato 
3* Diok Aadlrod, Uhlv. High
1# Butch Miller, M« Central
2. Dick Axilrod, univ. High 
3« Bob Bateman, International 
Falls
1* Dick Anilrod, Univ. High 
2* M. Williams, M. Central 
3* G. Olson, International 
Falls
1* Dick Uphoff, M. Roosevelt
2. Jerry Flaming, Windom 
3* Tom McCue, K* Southwest
lia&JtraiiuiuM9i2
1* Jerry Nelson, Faribault 
2m daus Schubel, D. East 
3* Bob Neuman, M. Southwest
lm Dick Helstrom, Hibbing 
2m Dale Lamski, Moorhead 
3« Ron Dahlen, Albert Lea
L2MJ ,les# ..20.0
1. Roy Hendrickson, St. Paul
Alexander-Ratasey
2. LeRoy Anderson, Hibbing
3* Myron Rognlie, M. Washburn
1. Bill Taylor, Crookston
2. Wendell Gilchrist, M. Central 
3* Jerry Domer, Moorhead
1. Mike Frasier, M. Voc.
2. Gene Frazier, M. Central 
3* R. Williams, St. P. Mech.
Pole Vault...12*9^"
1. Chuck Morrow, Montgomery
2. Six tied
Shot Put...
1. Clarence Burton, M.
Central
2. Lance Royer, D. Denfeld 
3* M* McGowan, M. Southwest
1* Paul Benson, Granite Falls 
2. Lloyd VOss, Magnolia 
3* D. Gregorich, Chisholm
SJg-laifl,,, Mstex t« 2 ;  11
1. Mpls. Central
2. St. Louis Park
3. St. Paul Central
HU9,£sto.t,,^,y,?l§A7
1. Mpls. Washburn






hm St. Louis Park.....ll 
5. Mpls. Southwest.... 9
1U2
APPENDIX Continued
THE I960 STATE MEET
1« Butch Killer, M. Central 
2. Tom Syverson, Blue Earth 
3« John Larson, M# Marshall
??g. .afigjht ju&Zxtt
1* Butch Killer, M. Central 
2* Jack Nielson, Baudette 
3* John Larson, M. Marshall
MQ~X&X£.J&Phx.%,t!l3x2
1. John Larson, M. marshall 
2* Gerald Simonson, Buhl
3# Wayne Thronson, Evansville
ZQ2
1* Dennis Sultany, Robtolnsdale
2. Carl Jones, M. Central
3* Dick Clark, K. Edison
fiMfttajitOgxS
1. Bob Herman, M. Southwest
2. John Finnegan, Stillwater
3* Art Ogle, Mankato
1* Lonnie Ellis, K. Central 
2* Butch Killer, M. Central 
3* Dick Morrow, Montgomery
1. Dlok Morrow, Montgomery 
Glen Bruins, N. Edison
3. M. Kerrlman, E.«Mornlngslde
Sb9H
1* Kent Pike, M. Washburn 
2m Fred Nord, K. Washburn 
3* Bruce Melln, Hermantown
1. Lyle Gerdes, Worthington
2. Wes Bray, BoChester
3* Phil Benslow, M. Vouthwest
98.9, „Mflyjuu iUlii
1 * Mpls. central 
2* St. Louis Paik
3. Hlbblng
jAfifo 3̂rtft9si t,jr
1* Tony Lynch, Inter. Falls
2. Tyron C-igler, Moorhead




2. St. Louis Park
3. Procter
Team.SiSSiS^ Q g M B
1. Jim Anderson, Hlbblng
2. Roger Day, St. P. Central
3. Myron Rognlle, K. Washburn
1. Byron Glgler, Moorhead
Dave Wykes, St. P. Central
3. Seven tied
1. Mpls. Central..*••••28
2. Mpls * Washburn......20
3. Hlbblng............ 13
a. Mpls. Marshall.•••••11 
5. Moorhead. •••• .......10$
APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1961 STATE MEET
X* John Larson, K* Marshall 
Jim White, Ribbing 
3* Jack Nielson, Baudette
1* John Larson, M. Marshall 
2. Jack Nielson, Baudette 
3* Worth Littlejohn, M. South
1* John Larson, M. Marshall 
2* Tom Hardy. Austin 
3* Bemle Hill, K. Washburn
.
1* Carl Jones, M* Central
2, Warren Helstrom, Ribbing
3. C. Patterson, St. L. Park
fiiUft, RWltiaAiSM
1 . Bruce Mortenson, St. L. Park
2. Rod Brown, • dina-Mornlngolde 
3* Glen Mills, Hutchinson
nigh, Hurdles... 1ft. 7
1. Tony Lynch, International 7.
2. John Koparl, D. East
3. Scott Relnertson, Hlbbing
^JL.Itedl9Sj>aASfl,tg
1. Tony Lynch, International *■•.
2. Gavin Wright, M. Washburn 
3* John Stanley, No. St. Paul
BjaaaJtoaaiAt
1. Byron Gigler, Moorhead
2. Julius Crawford, M. North
3. Dave Nelson, M« Roosevelt
F92& , .3/ii”
1. Bob Olson, St. P. Wilson
2. Jim Arndt, M. Washburn
3. Three Tied
§te.tLJPMJaLt4jgfeUfel
1. Phil Renslow, M. Southwest
2. Fred Nord, K. Washburn
3. Tom Barnes, St. P. Central
1. Phil Renslow, M. Southwest
2. John Thiel, M. Southwest
3. Dale Brown, Brainerd
83p Xfrlfl ^ y ttr^»32y,9
1. Kpls. Central












Kpls. Central....15 1/6 
Kpls. Marehall...lL|
1. John Kopari, D. East
2. Andy Boe, St. Louis Park
3. Phil Rogosheski, St. Cloud
APPENDIX I— Continued
THE 1962 STATE MEET
1. Blaine Chatham. N. Central
2. Tom Hardy, Austin
3. Dan Barklin, St. P. Me oh.
1. Paul Klungness, T. B. Falls
2. J. Barnett, St. P. Humboldt
3. Ron stimson, Bobbinsdale
1. Ed Withers, M. Centra!
2. Dan Darkllnd, St. P. Meoh.
3. Jeff Haines, Minnetonka
1. Mike G1Ilham, St. L. Park
2. Tom Hardy, Austin
3. T. Fredrickson, Northfleld
ms.v2ux%s.iMnji
1. John Dyjak, M. Roosevelt
2. Mark J cCensle, Northfleld
3. Blohard Kamath, Winona
1. Mike Chadwick, M. Roosevelt
2. Daryl Barney, Atwater
3. J. Peterson, M. Roosevelt
ttAJSLV, k.l
1. Jeff Swanson, Alex. Ramsey 1. Gale Gillingham, Little F.
2. Chuck Patterson, St. L. Park 2. Harold Mlcketts, Herman t om
3« Gary Armstrong, K. Southwest 3. Jade Seebart, White Bear L.
1. Bruce lortonson, St. L. Park 1. rpla Central
2. John Valentine, St. L. Park 2. International Falls
3* Mike Elwell, Fairfax 3. St. Louis Park
f'llfi,, pgtey.M»aUfr8
1. John Koparl, D. East 1. St. Louis Park
Tony Lynch, International F. 2. Northfleld
3. Gary Meier, Stewart 3. Alexander-Ransey
1. Tony Lynch, International F. 1. 
2* Gerry Brouwer, St. Louis P. 2. 
3. John Koparl, D. East 3.
1. Warren Scamp, M. Roosevelt
2. John Koparl, D. East
3. Harold Johnson, M. South
St. Louis Park. . . . . . . . 3 1






THE 1963 STATS MEET
1P& &gQBfiafcw,g,agM
1* Blaine Chatham, M. Central 
2* Mike Gillham, St* L. Park 
3* Dan Barkllnd, St* P* Meeh.
1* Mike Gillham, St* 1* Park 
2* Dave Lokken, .Moorhead 
3* Dan Baxkllnd, St* P* Keoh*
^QyauyMtttoAAia«i
1* Mike Gillham, St* L* Park 
2* Dean Anderson, Monica to 
3* Dave Couture, International 
Palls
8&LJ^*Bmtall55a7.
1* i arty Benson, Minnetonka 
2* Bob warier, St* Louis Park 
3* Bob Llndberg, M* Roosevelt
gUJuttatoAA&iaui
1* John Valentine, St* L* Park 
2* Dave Wegner, D* Central 
3* L. storbeck, Aurora-Hoyt L*
1* Tom Stuart, Breckenrldge 
2* Bruce Fisher, St* L* Park 
3* Hal Flratll, St* Cloud
*r2E,
1* Gerry Brouwer, St* L* Park 
2* A1 Bender, M, Henry
3. Dave Nelson, Rochester
M L  L a g s
1* Tom Stuart, Breokenridge 
2* Bob Bakken, Moorhead 
3* Jim DeJarlals, Naahwauk- 
Keewatln
.flraafl, .k "
1* Ted Carlson, Edina-Horn.
2. Dave Nelson, Rochester 
3* Bob Brophy, Dllworth
1* Steve Puffer, White B* L. 
2* G . Mltshulls, R* Roosevelt 
Larry Dodge, Ookato
1* Dan Seebart, White Bear 
Lake
2. Gary Wenschlag, M. West 
3* Joel Kleffman, Bibbing
2,3/JHL
1* Dan Seebart, White B* L.
2* J. Mloketts, Hermantown 
3* Tim Nash, Angora
1* r'ple. Central 
2* Edlna-Komlngsl de 
3* White Bear Lake
Kile Relay***3i27*0
1* St* Louis Park 
2* Mankato 
3* staples
1* St* Louis Park*•• *37 






THE 1964 STATE MEET
AflflJiiRJFa Mj»,ttM>»2
1. Blaine Chatham, N. Central 
2*  Randy Kluegel, Mahtomedl
3. J* Jacobs, Robbins dale
1. Jerry Jacobs, Hobblnsdale 
2* Bill Price, St. P. Mech.
3, Blaine Chatham, K. Central
1. Tom Christenson, M. Boos.
2. Terry Wooley, Aler.-Peuasey
3. Walt Kress, Stillwater
g,^..„^3aUian> juU lSZi ■£
1. Bob Neumer, St. Louis Park
2. Wayne Adamson, Osseo
3. Dean Johnson, Mounds view
1* Bob Wagner, St. Louis Park 
2. Vhn Nelson, Washburn 
3* Dick Afton, Osseo
1. Tom Stuart, Breckenrldge
2. John Warford, Bemldjl
3. John Tietz, K* Washburn
* tSPsA
1. Bill Kcriee, Alex.-Ramsey
2. Dare Nelson, Rochester
3. John Warford, Bemldjl
1. Tom Stuart, Breckenrldge
2. Marvin Top, Princeton
3. Howard Ayen, Zumbrota
1. Paul Williams, If# Central
2. Bob Brophy, Damesville
3. Tom Palkle, Cloquet
1. Geo. Mltshulis, K. Boos.
2. Steve Puffer, V. B. Lake
3. John Zabel, K. West
1* Dsn Seebart, White B. L.
2. Stu Peterson, Madison
3. Nike Nelson, St. L. Park
1. Dan Seebart, White B. L.
2. Stu Peterson, Madison
3. John Velin, White B. L.








2. White Bear Lake...18






























































































































































































Le Center Mounds View
Lo Sueur No. St. Paul
Montgomery Prior Lake
New Prague Randolph










..12 District Mo. 16
St. Paul Central Anoka
St. Paul Harding Braham
St. Paul Ilumboldt Brooklyn Center
St. Paul Johnson Cambridge
St. Paul Mechnical Arts Circle Pines
St. Paul .Monroe Elk River
St. Paul Washington Fridley
















Mpls. larshall Edina-* Mornlngslde






Mpls* West Robbinsdale 
St* Louis Park 
Shakopee










































































































































































































Fargo Forma. Fargo, North Dakota; 1923-196^,
G***A Forks, North Dakota;
, Minneapolis, Minnesotat
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